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Soviets crack down on democracy movement
By THOMAS GINSBERG
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MURRAY, KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON - One of
every eight youngsters under
age 12 is hungry, according to a
new report that is the most comprehensive look yet at childhood
hunger in America. Every day,
one-fourth of the children under
12 run short of food and millions more are at risk.

Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW - President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev today ordered the
Soviet Interior Ministry to take
charge of law enforcement in Moscow, stripping policing powers
from the pro-democracy city
government.
The presidential order came one
day after the Cabinet banned all
demonstrations in the capital for
three weeks, forcing a showdown

between Gorbachev and his chief
rival, Boris N. Yeltsin.
The city government had already
granted a permit for a mass demonstration Thursday in support of
Yeltsin, who is expected to face a
no-confidence vote in his job as
chairman of the Russian Federation
parliament.
The rally's organizers, the antiCommunist Democratic Russia
movement, today said they would
ignore the ban.
Also today, the Soviet legislature

ordered a two-month suspension in
a coal miners' strike that has drastically reduced the country's coal
production and forced some steel
mills to close.
The official Tass news agency
did not say how lawmakers would
enforce the suspension. There was
no immediate comment from
miners.
The Gorbachev decree today was
made to ensure order, Tass
reported. It did not give a further
reason.

Chamber of Commerce
adopts $154,600 budget

"The leadership of the presera:ion of order in thecapital and the
region has been taken away from
local organs of power and is being
transferred directly to the U.S.S.R.
Interior Ministry," Tass said.
This decree named the firs:
deputy _Soviet interior minister.
Ivan Shilov, as the head of Moscow's law enforcement.
The decision. was certain. to
intensify jurisdictional disputes
between national and local authorities that have hampered the battle

against crime and the introduction
of economic reforms.
The Moscow City Council, controlled by pro-democracy forces.
had already granted a permit for
the pro-Yeltsin demonstration on
Thursday.
A similar - rally March.I0 drew
about 500,000 people to'N4ocossand tens of thousands more quo the
streets ofr other cities. It wps the
biggest demonstration in the"Soviet
capital. since the 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution.

New board members

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

Monday evening the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
met and discussed the budget for 1991. The board approved the figure
of
S154,600, allowing for stipulations.'
STATE
Considering the new budget, there will be a five percent increase in
dues. with business dues currently at a minimum of S125 to increase
by
OWENSBORO - A Fordsvillc
SIO, making the new minimal dues figure S135. This includes S5 this year
man has been charged with hirand S5 for future dues. Individual thies,dlirrently $62.50 were increase
d
ing a man to-kill. his business_
S2.50 this _year for a. total of 365- and _$2.50 for future dues.
partner so he could collect
In other business, the board:
.
insurance money to pay their '
Offered reminder that Springtime in the Park is scheduled for Saturday.
company's debts.
April 13.
•Noted that the Desert Storni Tree activity ts planned for Saturday, March
30,- 9:30 a.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
SPOIZTS
*Informed members that the Chamber will be supplying a Calendar
of
Events, a schedule for local activities available at the Chamber of ComNEW IORK 7- It won't take
merce office.
long for 'Razor Ruddock to get
'Was told that a feasibility study. for Interstate 66 would be completed
another shot at Mike Tyson. The
sometime in 1992.
twowill fight again in June at
The studyallows for several futuristic plans such as an extremely wide
the site of their last controverright of way which would allow for possible telecommunications, major
sial batpc.
pipeline. superrnagnetic train which levitates off the ground, and a sixlane interstate highway.
A 50-mile wide corridor will be looked at in the feasibility study. The
BUSINESS
United Way President Chuck Williams, at left, welcomes board member
s
interstate will reach approximately 2,400 miles cross-country, from Noring the last eight months including, from left. Jim Taylor, Curtis Moseley who hase joined the group dur,
folk, Va. to Bakersfield, Ca. "Hopefully," Zea said. "the interstate will
pictured are Karen Isaacs, Jimmy Tate and Chuck Ward. The memberJan Pooley and Ken Esans. Not
s toured the new United Way
WASHINGTON - President
come through Westan Kentucky."
offices at the George Weaks Community Center which. includes equipme
Bush .syanpathizes--with slump"Mentioned grants were requested for an elevator at the George Weaks
helpful businesses and residents. Those donating to the offices are honorednt and furniture donated from
with a plaque, pictured at left.
ing U.S. auto manufacturers but
Community Center to provide access to the third floor. The state will fund
won't push for lower Japanese
the elevator, with bids opening today at 1 p.m.
imports or other assistance to
•A grant was also requested for a million gallon water tank located on the
help the industry survive the
north side of town to assist water pressure for industry, including the
recession, the White House
Industrial Park.
and rules and guidelines for mem- communicate concerns from the
By MARK COOPER
says.
*Grants were also requested to obtain a child care center for MSU, as
bership application.
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor
agency to the board, make sure of
well as,. a local group home.
Local non-profit, nonagencies
' compliance (with guide*Announced that a 1991 Distinguished Lecture in Business AdministraFORECAST
The United Way of Murray- discriminatory agencies have until lines) and ensure prompt return of
tion and buffet dinner would be held in the MSU Curris Center on TuesCalloway County is starting a new June 1 to apply for membership in applications," according to
day. April 2, at 6:30 p.m. with keynote speaker, Alex Warren, Jr., senior
phase of operations, one the group United Way, which last year raised Williams.
Partly cloudy and mild
vice president of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, U.S.A. Price for the dinhopes will lead to increased mem- more than $125,000 in donations.
Williams said Monday's meeting
tonight. Lows 65 to 70. South
ner is S12.
bership and greater contributions
The United Way serves approxi- was designed more or less as a
wind 10 to 20 mph. Breezy and
'Was informed that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was invited to be the keynfor its 14 member agencies.
mately 90 percent of all such agen- informational get-together.
warm with showers and thunderote speaker at the annual Chamber of Commerce meeting on April 23.
The group held its annual mem- cies in the county. Williams said.
storms developing Wednesday.
"This meeting provided an
Ron Gentry. secretary of tourism, will be the keynote speaker in the
bership and board/agency orienta- Member agencies include the
absence of the governor. A Silent Auction is planned from 5 to 6:15 p.m.,
opportun
ity for any non-profit.
Highs 75 to 80. Likelihood of
tion meeting Moinday, opening the American Red Cross, Arthritis
with dinner at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center.
non-disc
riminato
ry agency interrain 80 percent.
doors for new members and provid- Foundation, Boy Scouts of Ameri*Scheduled a School Business Partnership Annual Meeting for April 25 at
ing a refresher course for its board ca, Calloway County 4-H Council. ested in obtaining funding through
6 p.m. at the Curris Center, featuring A+ Awards and speaker.
members, according to United Way Calloway County Senior Citizens, the United Way to learn what we
LAKE LEVELS
are about, the application process
fain hold a membership drive at Murray State University, June 18.
President Chuck Williams.
CHAMP.. Family YMCA. Calloand
requirements (for member*Announced the April 27 inauguration of Dr. Ronald Kurth, president of
The meeting also served as an way County Humane Society, KenKentucky Lake
ship),"
Williams said.
MSU, scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
open house for the group's new tuckiana Girl Scouts, Main Street
355.5. +(i1. below 321.7, +1.3
'Discussed tentative activities for the week of July 4, the Fourth Annual
home at the George Weaks Com- Youth Center, National Kidney
Members also toured the richlyBarkley Lake
"Freedom Fest." Zea said Coca-Cola out of St. Louis will fund S15,000 in
munity Center which should multi- Foundation, Parents Anonymous, decorated United Way offices and
355.7. +0'.1, below 327.8, +1.9
advertising in the .area to supplement advertising for the "Freedom Fest."
ply the amount of service the group Spouse Abuse Hotline & Shelter board room located on the first
Ford Motor Company will also make contributions.
can provide the public and its and the West Kentucky Mental floor of, the Weaks Center which
'Recognized Wendy's Restaurant as the Business of the Month.
INI)EX
member agencies, Williams said.
Health-Mental Retardation Center. will allow greater service to mem*Acknowledged Business After Hours for the next three months: April.
Local residents who attended the
ber agencies, Williams said.
The United Way recently
Schwann's, to be held at their new facility; May. Board of Realtors, held
meeting last night received infor- adopted "interagency delegates"
The new home could also lead to
at the Weaks Community Center; and June, Business After Hours conOne Section - 14 Pages
mation concerning the history of which are assigned to each member
year-round campaigning as well as
ducted
for
Office
Extras
Classifieds
at
the
Chamber
of
Commerc
United
12, 13
e.
Way. financial information agency to "establish a rapport. other activities
, he said.
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Crosswords
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Horoscope
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Mrs. Riggs refused to comment Monday when she left the
By SANDRA SVOBODA
"They'd be in an argument the entire time. He'd cry and go
Obituaries
14
lawyer's office.
Associated Press Writer
see
his platoon sergeant,: he said.
On Education
10
Riggs, 22, was shot five times March 18 outside the home
The
victim's mother, Lessie Riggs of Las Vegas, said she
Perspective
4
DETROIT - The brother-in-law of a soldier whose slaying of his wife's aunt while helping his wife move. He had was pleased an arrest had been made. That the
slaying may
Sports
8, 9
in Detroit just days after his return from the Persian Gulf led returned the week before from eight months' duty in the Per- have been over a domestic matter "is the
most
monstrous
to calls for a war on street crime has been arrested in the sian Gulf, where he was part of a Patriot missile battery' thing," she told WDIV-TV in Detroit.
group.
shooting.
Subscribers who hase not
Riggs said her son and daughter-in-law had serious
Riggs' car was stolen, and some authorities said a street marital difficult
Police planned to seek murder charges today against Riggs'
receised their home-delivered
ies.
I9-year-old brother-in-law, Michael Cato, homicide Inspector robbery was suspected.
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Riggs' car was found less than two miles from the shooting.
A friend of Riggs' at Fort Bliss, Texas, Sgt. Gary Welliver. Police also found a
Gerald Stewart said. "There is an established motive," StewTimes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
handgun in a trash bin near where Mrs.
said
in a telephone interview Monday that people who knew Riggs was staying.
art
said.
through Friday or by 3:30
Riggs doubted that theory. He said the couple were having
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
Before that evidence turned up, the slaying prompted a
The Detroit Free Press and The Detroit News quoted marital problems and that Mrs. Riggs told her
husband she for a war on street-crime from congressional leaders cry
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and
unnamed police sources today as saying Riggs' family had wanted a divorce when they met on the tarmac at
Fort Bliss others.
and 6 p.m. Monday through
argued over money, and that a "substantial" life insurance on March 8.
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Before 'the slaying
policy was taken out before Riggs was sent to the Persian
"There was a lot of speculation about it. For anybody who died on city streets President Bush said more Amercans
Saturday. Regular office hours
during the 100 hours of the Gulf ground
Gulf.
knew what was actually going on with them, the speculation campaign than
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
in
the
battle zone.
"This crime had absolutely nothing to do with random ran even deeper," Welliver said.
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
On Saturday. about 700 family and friends gathered at
street violence," Stewart said.
Welliver, who worked in the missile group with Riggs in Little Rock Baptist
12 noon Saturday.
Church. where the Rev. Jesse Jackson
Also Monday. police questioned and released Riggs' wife. Saudi Arabia, said the Riggses often
spoke
the
on
telephon
e
called
for
an
end
to
what
he called a war against black males.
Toni Cato Riggs, said her attorney, Althina Siringas.
while Riggs was in the Gulf.
Aretha Franklin also attended the service and sang.
N.••••11•EM4
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United Way open to new agencies
-

Brother-in-law arrested in slaying of soldier
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Events focus on `dis-Ability' concerns
With the aim of educating the
wheelchair, crutches or blindfold
Hopkins said the student forum
campus community on problems of for a day.
will
allow disabled students to
the disabled, members of Murray
voice
their opinions to the board of
Last
year, the organization
State University's Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity are sponsoring received a good response to the regents and the Student Governthe second annual dis-Ability program, said Michael Hopkins of ment Association.
"It's a good idea because it gets
Paris, Tenn., chapter president He
Awareness Week March 25-29.
"Basically we're doing this week said he expects the same type of the disabled voices heard. So many'
times, we tend to overlook them."
to get students as well as the whole response this year.
President Ronald J. Kurth has Morgette said.
campus aware of the disabled,"
"We'd rather they (the disabled
said Debbie Morgette of Cottage proclaimed Thursday, March 28, as
studen
ts) tell the regents (about
Disabi
lity
Awareness Day on the
Grove, Tenn., chapter public relaproblems)," Hopkins said.
Murray State campus.
tions chairman.
Hopkins said Thursday's wheelThroughout the week, students,
Events for the week include an chair basketball game incorporates
faculty and staff will have the aware
ness in Scouting day on Mon- a sport people can relate to and
opportunity to experience some of day. a
Movie Madness program on raises awareness of the disabled
at
the problems the disabled face Tuesd
ay. a student forum on Wed- the same time.
every day. The organization will nesda
y and a wheelchair basketball
Alpha Phi Omega is a national
provide interested persons with a game
on Thursday.
co-ed service fraternity. The Murray' State chapter has about 25
active members and 12 pledges.
The Murray Fire Department
A light bulb had started a fire on
responded to a call at 8:25 a.m. the front porch of the
home, owned
Monday at the home of Valerie
by Beth Broach, but it was out
Sullivan at 504 S. 16th Street, upon arrival and only
minor damaccording to a department age was reported.
spokesman.

Bulb starts fire Monday morning

NISI president Ronald .1. Kurth signs a proclamati
on making Thursday, March DI Disability Awareness
Day on the 1St. campus. Shown with Kurth are Alpha
Phi Omega president Michael Hopkins and public
relations chairperson Debbie ‘1orgette.

FAIN INSURANCE

Regional dance company begins

AGENCY

Auto
11,:z2TIN
Life
Home
Health
Busines,
Annuities

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

A troth:Lori in sertrce
n:e 2:4S7
Jim Fain

1—i-5
73-063
21
-

An organizational meeting for
the Jackson Purchase Dance Company was held Saturday afternoon
to discuss the status. goals and
.6bjectives concerning the first regional dance company for the Murray' area.
"With a regional dance studio,
people interested in dance will not
have to travel to Louisville or
Nashville. We will have one right
here in Murray. but first and foremost, we need the support of he
community," Ted Dotson. president
of the board of directors for the
dance company. said.
.The board is shooting for two
and possibly' three productions per
year to hopefully draw 'dancers
here and promote dance in the area.
"This coming Christmas season, we
will perform The Hobbit.- said
Karen Balzer. executive board for
the company-.
"Our objective is to supplement
what these dancers are already
learning during their dance lessons
at the dance studios. We want all
dancers L.',aome together-and dance
together and adjust to working with
different' teachers," Balzer said.
-We want all interested dancers,.
beginning with - age 11. to
participate."

Tracy D McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 041 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

rai Anniversary Special!
1;1) s25 OFF

Any complete pair
(}fc-rtptiori eyeg-las-Ses
(2..aht•

See the differer. •
Cp,re

Stabbing victim
not who police
thought he was

I-

Summers faritical
Olyalpu- Plaza -Murray
753-7063
Jeff Summer.., Lisrensed Optiti•n •Uffer
g‘..21 thru April 30. 1991

a

An organizational meeting for the Jacks
was held Saturday afternoon discussingon Purchase Dance Company
goals, objectises and plans
for the company. Pictured above are (from
left): Bill Phillips, treasurer; Karen Balzer, executise board: Glenda
Gallimore, ‘ice president
and Ted Dotson, president.
staff photo by Marianna Alexander
A summer workshop is planned organizations in the
state," Balzer
to continue practices for any inter- said.
"We have a good shot at grant
ested person-s. Two-hour sessions money
, but
will be offered five consecutive are match of course, these grants
ing grants."
days one week of each month dur"The organization must become
ing June. July' and August. The fee self-suffici
ent and the matching
is S25 per person_ per month.
funds do count 'in-kind' support:
A proposed workshop for begin- contribution
s from business and
ners is also planned as anintroduc- individuals who
provide support
tion to dance for "first timers." through servic
es, according to
Balzer said. _
Balzer.
The organization will also be
Anyone interested in supporting
applying for a "new community's the Jackson Purchase Dance Comgrant in which 5 percent of the pany through volunteering talent.
budget for dance in state is distri- monies or support of any' kind. may
buted to the six- non-profit dance contact Balzer at 753-0396.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

ALL
EASTER ITEMS

•••

CHINA
BEIJING — A strong earthquake hit a
coal-mining region west of Beijing today
injuring 131 people and destroying 1 328
homes, official media reported The
nationally televised evening news said
the quake was centered near Datong. a
mining aria of 1 mill•on people located
170 miles from Beijing The television
news said teams were sent to heip peo
pie recover their belongings and to
assess damage from the quake Their
efforts were hampered by heavy snowfatt
during the day Gu Yongxin at the State
Seismology Bureau in Beijing said the
quake measured 5 8 on the Richter
scale. signifying a quake capable of
causing considerable damage The television broadcast showed crumbled ruins
of mud homes and brick buildings It also
showed medical workers treating people
but gave no information on the extent of
their injuries

0
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:

.•.•5o. 12th.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

20% oFF
Happi.nesallace
Con2e FW!

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Monday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
8-5-5 re(rt. five. five)

753-4567
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The Original & The Best
Get your Hunting License
at a participating
store fo
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REVIVAL
MARCH 24-29

OAN-

7

PADUCAH — A man stabbed to
death early Sunday morning was
known by another name and may
have been wanted by the Chicago
Police Department, Paducah police
report.
The victim, who apparently was
stabbed with a steak knife after
allegedly assaulting his girlfriend.
was first identified as Johnny Holloway, 31, of 801 McGuire Ave. in
Paducah. Paducah police said Monday, however, that the man was
known to at least one other person
by another name and may have
been wanted in the Chicago area on
a charge of unlawful use of a
firearm.
Police believe the man was
stabbed at about 4:30 a.m. Sunday'
by' the 24-year-old Paducah
woman, who was not named and
has yet to be arrested or charged. A
spokesman said Paducah police are
waiting for confirmation of the
man's identity ,from the FBI, are
still investigating the circumstances
and will present the findings to the
grand jury.
The victim was found lying in a
hallway' at 812 N. 24th Street after
the woman summoned an ambulance,. He died of a single stab
wound to the Upper left area of the
chest near the heart. Massive blood
loss was the cause of death.
An autopsy_was performed Monday', but results of toxicology tests
— to determine the possible presence of drugs or alcohol in the
man's system — were not yet
complete.

/W13LN

PHILIPPINES

Israeli newspapers say Rachel and
Reuven Manning were arrested at their
Sunday, and a Jerusalem court was to
hear petitions today on the U S request
for extradition, which the Justice Ministry
said it supports

MANILA— The government today
rejected tmelda Marcos' passport appli
cation and the nations chief lawyer said
the former first lady would be arrested it
she tried to return to her homeland Mrs
Marcos applied Thursday for a passport
at the Phil ppine consulate in New York
saying she wanted to come home to bury
her late husband, former President Ferdinand Marcos -We have already rejected
it Foreign Secretary Raul Manglapus
Said of Mrs Marcos application He did
not elaborate

IVORY COAST
ABIDJ

AN— Soldiers have overthrown
Mali's military dictator after violent protests, and state radio said today that they
want to replace his "boodthirsty and corrupt regime with multiparty democracy
The overnight arrest and ouster of Gen
Moussa Traore followed four days of riot
mg and demonstrations against hts
23-year rule of the West African nation
Opposition leaders said Traore s forces
killed 148 people and wounded hundreds
in the turmoil. Traore contended only 27
people died The reports could not be
reconciled Mali's official radio said LI
Col Amadou Soumani Toure will head a
new National Reconciliation Council
that
will work with pro-democracy groups It
did not discuss Traore's fate

SAUDI ARABIA

RIYADH- Saudi Arabia and Iran are formally resuming ties after a three-year
split further isolating Saddam Hussein s
Iraqi government and draminzing Tehran s effort to return to the international
fold The Iranians restored ties with Jordan earlier this month. ending a decade
of acrimony and exchanged interest sections with Cairo, which analysts believe is
a first step to restoration of ties with
Egypt

SOUTH KOREA

ISRAEL

SEOUL— South Korea today held its first
local elections in 30 years but only about
half the voting public cast ballots after
lackluster campaigns It was the worst
voter turnout in the country's history
President Roh Tae-woo said the cam
paign was the fairest in South Korea
s
42 year history and called it a sign
that
democracy was taking root

JERUSALEM— Israel has arrested a
couple wanted by the United States for
the 1980 killing of an American woman in
a bombing in California, Israeli officials
say The Israeli couple is also wanted for
questioning in a 1985 bombing in California that killed an Arab-American leader

seven
seas

Easter Egg Hunt
Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.
EVANGELIST
Dr. T. T. Crabtree
Former Pastor
First Baptist Church
Springfield, MO.

ever' of bad weather the hunt wih
be
meld the following day)

Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden with prizes
of games, toys, candy,
bicycle & tricycle
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Age grouos 2-3 4-5 6-8 9- 1 2
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'Buy one FISt') or Seafood Dinner
and get •ne 2nd dinner a•
1/2 price
MON.-WED. CELEBRATION
Come taste the Seven Seas
Experience
Open 4 p m Mon.-Sat.
Hwy 641 N.
753-4141
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

203 South 4th St.
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Nursery Provided • Transportation Available •

See the Giant Easter
Bunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.
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April 5 A

HALF PRICE
SALE*

Services: Sunday 10:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Nightly
Luncheons: 11:50 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Cost - $1.00

(You must have a hunting licens
e to
participate

'

GUEST MUSICIAN
Mr. Jim McMurtrie
Minister of Music
First Baptist Church
Madisonville. KY.
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'Dances With Wolves' waltzes
away with seven Oscar awards

A pack of 'Wolves' — Oscar winners
PICTURE Dances WI" Waves,"
Kevin Costner and Jorn Wilson,
:/Do,cers
ACTOR Jeremy Irons. Reversal
of Fortune "
ACTRESS Kathy Bales, • Mosery "
SUPPORTING ACTRESS Whoop Goldber
g, 'Ghost."
SUPPORTING ACTOR Joe Pesci,
las."
DIRECTOR Kev,n Cosine., 'Dances Goodiel
With Wolves"
ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY Bruce
Joel Rubin, "Ghost"
ADAPTED SCREENPLAY Wheel Blake.
"Dances With Wolves '
FOREIGN FILM Journey of Hope."
Switzerland
FILM EDITING Net Travis, "Dance
s With Wolves"
ART DIRECTION Rolled Syltsen
(Art Direction), Rick Simpson 'Se'
D ,CK Tracy
CINEMATOGRAPHY Dean Semler Dances
With Wolves"
COSTUME DESIGN Franca Squarci
apino, Cyrano ae Bergerac DOCUMENTARY FEATURE 'Ameman Dream,
" Barbara Kobbie and
Arinur Conn prod,cem
DOCUMENTARY SHORT SUBJECT Days
of Waiting.- Steven Oka
iaki prod „ce,
aMAKEUp
John C grione Jr and Doug Drexler.
' Dick Tracy "
MUSIC ORIGINAL SCORE John Barry,
'Dances With Wolves "
MUSIC ORIGINAL SONG Sooner or
Later (I Always Get My Man;,"
-..sc and lyncs by S!ikonien Sondne
im, 'Dock Tracy "
ANIMATED SHORT FILM 'Creatu
re Comforts." Nick Pant. producer
LIVE ACTION SHORT FILM -The
Lunch Date.- Adam Davison,
:producer
SOUND Russell Williams ii. Jeffrey Peniins,
Bill W Benton and Greg
Nan ns, Dances With Wolves'
SOUND EFFECTS EDITING Cecelia Hail
and George Waiters II, Tne
Hunt
Red October"
• • • •
Awards anno,onced on advance
HONFJARY OSCAR Myrna Loy
HONORARY OSCAR Sooha [o'er'
MVING J. THALBERG AWARD Produce
rs Richard Zanuck and David
rirown
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT FOR SPECIA
L EFFECTS Torao
Peca '
ACADEMY AWARD OF MERIT Eastman
Kooa• Co tor new
w, technology
GORDON SAWYER TECHNICAL
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Stefan Kodelsk , for deoanopment of
first self-conta,ned mov e
sck,nd recorder

By JOHN HORN
Associated Press Entertainment Writer

LOS ANGELES — Rejected by the major studios and scoffe
d at by
know -it-ails as a sure-fire flop, Kevin Costner's "Danc
es With Wolves"
silenced detractors for good by winning seven Oscar
s, including best
picture.
Directed by first-time filmmaker Costner and written by
Michael Blake.
an author with an otherwise unremarkable career, "Danc
es With Wolves''
had 12 nominations and had been heavily favored to domin
ate Monday's
Academy Awards.
It was the first Western to take the best picture prize in
60 years, since
"Cimarron," and Costner became the fifth director to win
his first feature film. "Dances With Wolves" also receiv an Oscar for
ed a screenplay
award for Blake and cinematography, editing. sound
and original score
Oscars.
Warren Beatty's "Dick Tracy" had the second moY, award
s of the
evening with three.
"I will not ever forget what happened here tonight."
a beaming Costner said in accepting the best picture award.
The warmhearted heroics of "Dances With Wolves" did
not carry over
into the acting _categories, where two coldblooded villai
ns collected the
top prizes.
Kathy Bates, who played an obsessed, sledgehammer-wi
an injured romance novelist in "Misery," was named elding fan of
best actress.
Jeremy Irons, the icy socialite Claus Von Billow, tn
"Rcycrsal of Fortune,'' collected the best actor trophy.
Reviving a stalled career with her depiction of a smalltime psychic.
Whoopi Goldberg snared the supporting actress Oscar
for "Ghost:* Joe
Pesci, the trigger-happy mobster from "GoodFellas," v.on
for supporting
actor.

MAYFIELD — A 28-year-old
Mayfield man was being held on
S10,000 bond after being arrested
on charges of child abuse Sunday.
Desmond L. Morris of 405
Anderson St. was arrested Sunday
afternoon at his residence and
charged with felony first-degree
criminal abuse after an investigation by Mayfield police and the
Cabinet for Human Resources.
Brown is accused of choking and

Dan McNutt, AAI

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407

JSt•t• Auto
Insuranc•
, Connpankt•

Slate Auto Insurance

Maple St.

A Inird yo, :ar .rypeoNt .1-

PHOTO COUPON

M-F
9-7
Sat.
95:30

Wednesday
DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!

Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

FLOOR COVERING
• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 West

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

753-2392

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175
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S TECHNOLOGY STORE
THIS
WEEK
ONLY!

Fulton City
commissioners
dial 911, raise
FULTON — Fulton's City Commission heard the first reading of
an ordinance to raise .each commis-.
Oner's and the mayor's salary by
S50 per month in their meeting
Monday night.
The commissioners also heard
the first reading of an ordinance to
enter into a regional 911- emergency service with the Kentucky State
Police Post 1 at Mayfield.
The commission approved - a
-mission statement- to detail the
city's plans for both five-year and
longr-range goals, authorized Fulton
City manager Richard Lewis to sell
a city-owned lot at Walnut and
Nelson Tripp streets, and approved
the purchase of a recording device
.for the city's central dispacth. at a
cost of S9.000. r

Hurry! These Coupons Good Thru Saturd
ay, March 30

150 OFF COUPON

Get a good return
on any old
grill.
k.Ised

With Light,
Accessories and
Carry Case!

400 OFF COUPON

Flying Erase
Head!

286 PC Compatible
Reg. 999.95
Coupon 400.00

TANDY 1000 TL/2
Computer

Icade lak $25.00

To. pk.iiectlase ot an

Your Cost

9mo, 5

the
toAaErtlet ttta‘c
Gas GO.

tor esora
*25- 1602

Low As $20 Per Month •

8x VHS Camcorder
just bring in your old charcoai
grill. Then take home a new Arkla
Ember Matic for a whole lot less
You'll get convenience and precise cooking control you lust can't
get with any ordinary charcoal grili.
with features like a spark ignition.
2 side shelves, and 20 IP cylinder
included
So get rid of that old grill, and
get a big discount to boot Move up
to convenient and fast gas cooking
with ArklaiEmber Matic

Reg. 899.00 Your
Coupon 150.00 Cost
Low As $25 Per Month•
•.
.• • P., c,ct ,00L-o,4ou. no
"
3 30 9'

• Easy to Use—MS-DOS' and DeskMate'
Interface Built In

'749

• DeskMate 10-in -1 Software
• 3'/2" 720K Floppy Drive •640K

*16-803

ast ,
r'•

amount 0,14 r JOs0 *there

-.CAM Date

elAqI

$100 OFF
COUPON
200-Channel
Scanner

We also cary smokers, fish
cookers and grill accessories.

Your Cost

NOBODY COMPARES

Reg. 329.95
Coupon 100.00

229!1,

Portable AM/FM CD
Reg. 189.95 Your Cost
Coupon 90.00

Low As $15 Per Month •

Covers Police. Fire.
Rail, Air, Military,
Government, Lots More!

Suburban
Propane

%Of reoleemat,..
atnOunt Paid ,

-'
• Mao Stuck Vakopetet
1
ll000Prool Cre•M
11011
,, Prowl AU, %Pry Doe•olool ,
e„,....... ...
Woo toot Punkas,.
,
1

Railroad Avenue, Murray
753-1823
753-1824

*40-2039

Dual Cassettes•Beeperless

trot redeemable tor cast' ProduCt retundabte onty tor
amount paid /nod *her. orohobrred tt. ,aw Offer ends
3 30 cr•
442-5026

NOBODY COMPARES

2-Way Shelf Speaker
Reg. 59.95 Your Cost
Coupon 30.00 2995

u

Digital Sound!

Step up to

ish Ptoquct 'etUntlaboe
or• 0.0410••.1
nIto, pnc.s

Telephone Answerer
Your Cost
Reg. 119.95
Coupon 50(X
.00)
*43-396

95

Low As $15 Per Month.

3;30,9

Quon t

Not redeemable tot Cab', PrOOLICt tetlItvolabte Only tor
amount paid Void where c•-intreo ti lao t•k• end,
3/30/91

NOBODY COMPARES
Ii

Nor redeemable to, cast Product refundable onto tor
amount paid Void ,000ne,e broht•ted by la* Otter ends
3/30191
*40-2039

NOBODY COMPARES

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Near
est You
fAS DOS I•censed horn Microsoft Corp

MOSI battery powereO equipment exClutteS battetoeS

intenrn markdowns may bout

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome

been taken art some items

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATNG STORES AND DEALERS
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Small Size, BIG Sound!
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$90 OFF
COUPON

Register for a FREE fish
cooker to be giver) away Friday.
April 5 All grills come assembler,'
and delivered

•

'

.1:)

NOBODY COMPARES

Sale good Mon., April 1
through Sat., April 6, 1991

•-•

753-4451

REM)THE CLASSIFIEDS

a

beating an 8-year-old gir; on Sunday. The child reportedly had cuts
on her legs and buttocks and was
bruised on her upper body.
Brown was arrested by Mayfield
police officer 'Dwayne Redinon.—

PAGE 3

and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve
If
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us
a
call

RoPlettering

MITCHELL'S CARPET

Mayfield man arrested, charged
with criminal child abuse Sunday
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Lottery has lost its Rites ofspring like afloating
opera
appeal to politicians
tery. He promises an audit of the
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
lottery, as if a thorough investigaAn AP News Analysis
tion will force something out from
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kenbeneath a rock.
tucky Lottery' appears to have lot
Poore either does not know, or
its political luster.
cho•ises to ignore, the fact that the
Four years ago, Wallace Wilkinauditor of public accounts - an
son used the idea of a state lottery
independently elected official to get elected governor. This year. conducted an audit of the lottery
at least three of the people running
before the first ticket was sold. has
to succeed him are trying to make
conducted a financial audit of the
political hay by bashing the lottery. lottery' each year it has been in
In fact, some candidates are takexistence and is completing an
ing pains to say they were the first
audit of management practices at
lottery naysayers. And there is a
the lottery'.
contest of sorts to see which candiPoore is also the primary
date can say the scariest, most outpurveyor of the persistent perceprageous things about the lottery.
tion that lottery money is not going
Protestations by Republican Larwhere it was intended.
ry Forgy notwithstanding, Lt. Gov.
It goes back to Gov. Wilkinson's
Brereton Jones may have the initial pledge to ensure that lottery
longest pedigree on lottery lashing. proceeds were going to be dediAnd Jones. who runs a thor- cated to education. early childhood
oughbred farm in Woodford Coun- development and senior citizens.
ty. comes by it honestly because The problem v..akit was a promise
almost everyone in the horse busi- Wilkinson couldn't fulfill even if
ness hates the lottery.
he wanted to.
The 1990 General Assembls
Jones' solution to the pernicious
influence of the lottery is to muzzle specifically said, "Net proceeds
it: The Democratic candidate says from the Kentucky Lottery Corp. in
he would prohibit the lottery from each fiscal year shall be credited to
spending its money on advertising. the General Fund."
Poore either does not know
The only lottery commercials
would have to be paid for by retail- about that section of the law - it's
KRS Chapter 514, Part Ill. paraers who sell tickets.
Forgy says he deserves credit for graph 15. found on page 1801 in
discovering the lottery has run the "Budget In Brief" document
produced by the Governor's Office
amok.
'I despise the lottery.•• Forgs: of Policy and Management - or
says in his standard stump speech. has chosen to ignore it.
None of those three candidates
Forgy also says he'll stop lottery
advertising except to announce have the temerity to suggest the
lottery should be scrapped. winners and new games.
And not all the candidates have
He then goes on to claim the lottery took in S250 million last year made throwing rocks at the lottery
and turned over only S62 million to a campaign staple. Democrat
the state. When he's governor, he Martha Wilkinson. of course. trumintends to find out what happened: pets its success. Fellow Democrat
Scotty Baesler and Republicat'. Larto • the money.
•
ry Hopkins are sort of quiet
But there is a problem with Fortne
subject.
gy•s- numbers. During the fiscal
- In the 1988 referendum tn.::
yea? that ended on June 30. _1990,
lottery sates were S197,7 million opened the legal door for the to:tely. nearly 61 percent of the_peoand it turned over_ S90nai11ion to
ple
voted lot'IL Clearly somethina
the state.
has happened to take the shine o!:
Dr. Flosd'Poore is the most con- the idea.
spiratorial of the lottery floggers.
• • • •
Without coming right out and say- Mark R.
Chell
gren is the Frankfort
ing it. the Democratic contender corre
spondent for The AssocialLij
hints that all is not right at the lot- Press.
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'GREAT NEwS,LuRLI NE MAE ,. SuPREPAE COuRT Se •fou
GcrriA RIGKT To WORK 4ERE,PRE6hANT OR NOT",

The outrage .x•as immediate and
the response of government wuv
swift to the widely viewed videotape Of the mini police not ^y
white Los Angeles Police Department officers against a black suspect they had stoOped. alleged:y
after a high-speed chase.
The amateur photographer's
tures of Rodney King writhing on
the ground while being clubbed
-with police batons and shocked
with a stun gun were powerful
'symbOIs that the tos Angeles distzict attorney, federal officials and
opinion writers, liberal and conservative, could not ignore.
A grand jury quickly indicted
four : officers. Attorney General
Dick Thornburgh promised a supplemental inquiry into the incident
which some Justice Department
officials say probably will result in
additional indictments under federal civil ,rights statutes.
"We in the Justice Department
have responsibilities under the
Civil Rights Act to take action
against anyone who abuses their
official authority against the citizens of this country,'" said
Thornburgh.
Anyone? Apparently not anyone.
because as offensive as this*incident was, it is by no means an isolated affair. nor is ti the only
instance of excessive police force
that has been recorded on video-

published every afternoon except Sunday
s, July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year s Day and Thanksgiving
Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001
Whitnell Or,
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers $5 00 pa month, payable
an ad v ance
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, ifardin
, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky , and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn , $53.00
per year By 1114/1 LO other destinations
$64 SO per year
To reach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times is
a member of the Associated Press,
Association and Southern Newsp
Kentucky Press
aper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is exclusively
(nutted to news origmated by The
Murray Ledger &
Times
-FILMS Is
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tape or by still photographers.
Two years ago. Los Angeles
Police officers were involved in
breaking up three peaceful demonstrations that resulted in injuries
and degradation to the protestors.
Some of those arrested told their
stories in court and in transcripts
immediatels:, after the incidents.
One, Debbie Grumbine. who did
not know she was pregnant, said
she miscarried the day after police
wielded against_ her an Oriental
martial-arts weapon known as
nunchakus.
: Others arrested 'during the peaceful demonstration said they suffered nerve and tendon damage.
contusions and other injuries that
required medical treatment. Tim P.
(most demonstrators would not volunteer their last names to police)
said he was punched in the face by'
an LAPD officer. After he was
handcuffed and placed on a police
bus, hc said, he was repeatedly
kicked in the shins.
Janet A. said an officer fondled
her. Ken F. said his arm was broken at the wrist and elbow and that
an officer dragged him by' his broken arm. Several demonstators testified to other "excessive- procedures such as Mike M.. who said
police put a bag over his head and
then deliberately dragged him
through horse manure. He said he
witnessed five others dragged face
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By Cal
Thomas
down through manure.
Other demonstrators said police
dragged them by' their eye sockets
and 'hair.
A photograph of Mark B's face
being slammed into the ground by
a police officer was on the front
page of the Los Angeles Times and
videotape of these incidents was
broadcast on Los Angeles television stations.
But there was no national outcry'.
No police officers were
indicted or
even officially reprimanded. The
Attorney General of the United
States showed no interest. Rep.
William Dannemeyer (R -Calif.)
wrote to police chief Daryl Gates
to complain and threatened a loss
of federal funds under Title II of
the Community Planning and
Development Act. Gates wrote
back, calling Dannemeyer's letter
"absurd" and "stupid" and accused
the demonstrators of being part of a
"special interest fringe group."
What was the purpose of the
demonstration? Should it matter?

•

Toenty years ago
E.1. Haverstock, Ed Chrisman,
Ed Fenton and Bruce Thomas are
new officers of Murray Chamber of
/Commerce.
Winners of Murray Civitan
Essay Contest on "Citizenship - A
Privilege and A Responsibility'
were Timothy Fannin, first, Jam
Hghes. second. and Linda Arnold,
third.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rushing and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Murdock, March 18.
Mrs. Harold Eversmcycr, Mrs.
Alfred Taylor and Mrs. Anton
Herndon were installed as officers
of Calloway County Homemakers
Association at a meeting held at
Murray Woman's Club House.

Thirty years ago
The bid of $1,189,811 for construction of a building for business
administration classes and other
classrooms between Administration
Building :and Wells Hall was •let to
J.M. 0•Briend & Co. of Memphis
by Murray State College officials.
Mrs. William Nall talked about
"Home Shelters" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Kentucky
Colonel Restaurant.
Three hundred and six merit
badges were awarded to girls from
nine different local Girl Scout
Troops at a special program
at
Murray High School auditorium.
Calloway County Singing Convention is being held today, March
26, at Northside Baptist Church.
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee cif
Oak Park, Mich., are the guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al Farless, and her sister, Mrs. James
Shelton and Mr. Shelton. Mr.
McGee is a policeman at Oak Park.
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Forty years ago
Rob W. Parker, fireman apprentice. USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R.D. Parker, is serving on destroyer escort USS Naifch,
Dr. Annie Ray led a panel discussion on "The Teacher and
World Society" at a dinner meeting
of Gamma Chapter Delta Kappa
Gamma held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
A feature story about Mrs. B.G.
Humphreys, written by Lochie
Hart, is published.
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No more than it should matter that
Rodney King. the "star" of America's unfunniest home video, has a
criminal record.
The abused demonstrators two
years ago happened to be members
of Operation Rescue:, the pro-life
group that works to persuade
women to seek alternatives to
abortion.
Peculiar how quickly government moves when white_ police
officers beat a defenseless black
man, but moves not at all when
officers mistreat demonstrators
who are not in accord with the liberal view of abortion, an issue that
most gutless politicians wish would
go away.
The focus in each of these cases
ought not to be solely' on the behavior of the victims of police violence, because none appeared in
the pictures to be resisting arrest.
The focus ought to be on whether
the police employed excessive
means to make their arrests.
In the case of Rodney King and
in the view of a grand jury. the
answer appears clear. Why was it
not also clear in the case of the
Operation Rescue demonstrators?
Perhaps the vision of most 'politicians and government officials has
been clouded by a political bias
that has led to a view that some
people are more deserving of
police abuse than others.
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Looking Back

Ten years ago
A special feature story about
Murray Head Start Program, written by Debbie N. Lee. staff writer.
is published.
Teens Who Care of Calloway
County High School won several
honors at state meeting held at
Executive Inn West, Louisville.
This include Michael Bell as club
president and Jeanna Cooper for
personal service award.
M.C. Garrott writes about his
attendance at Kentucky High
School Boys Basketball Tournament at Rupp Arena, Lexington, in
his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Turner. March
17, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs,
Dwayne Roach. March 20.

Mray Ledger & Times
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Cars cruise through the parking lot
with the measured pace of a funeral
procession. Their sound systems
throb with such intensity that I
wouldn't be surprised if the sides of
each vehicle were visibly' pulsating.
By next year. the drivers of these
cacophonous cars will be closer to
deafness. and I suppose that will force
them to turn the volume even higher.
W'hs is it that they' never play' classical
music or jazz?
When a girl in an electric blue
convertible drives by. studiously ignoring the staring lines of people at
the Dairy Queen. everything and
everyone seems to stop for a second.
We become a springtime tableau. A
young woman with blond hair streaming in the wind becomes the diva in
the floating opera.
All afternoon at the Dairy Queen
there's a steady stream of people. each
one w oh a story. You hear parts of
some and you make up the rest for
yourself. Try it some time. It may' be
standiq room only'. but it's a rite of
spring no One should miss.

L.A. Law

Today is Tuesday. March 26. the 85th day of
1991. There are 280 days
left ifl .the year.
TodaYs Highlight in History:
On March 26. 1982. groundbreaking cerem
onies took place in
Washington D.C. for the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial. a pair of 200-foot
black granite walls bearing the names of Americans
killed or missing in
the war.
On this date:
In 1804. the Louisiana Purchase was divided
into the 1-;:r7:10ry of
Orleans and the District of Louisiana.
In 1827. composer Ludwig van Beethoven
died in Vienna.
In 1875, poet Robert Frost was born in San
Francisco.
:In 1885:the Eastman Dry' Plate and Fitt Comp
any of Rochester. N.Y..
manufactured the first commercial motion pictu
re film.
In 1892. poet Walt Whitrnan died in Camd
en,
In 1911. playwright Tennessee Williams was born N.J. * ,
in Columbus. Miss.
- In 1937, a 6-foot-tall concrete statue of the carto
on
chara
cter "Popeye"
was upeiled during the Second Annual Spina
ch Festival in Crystal City.
Texas.
In 1958. the U.S. Army launched America's
third successful satellite.
Explorer
In 1962. the U.S. Supreme Court gave federal court
s the power to order
reapportionment of scats in a state legislature.
decis
a
ion, that evernuai:yled to the "one man, one vote" 'doctrine.
/
In 1971. 20 years ago. East Pakistan proclaimed
its independence. taking the name Bangladesh.
In 1979, the Camp David peice treaty was
Minister Menachem Begin and Egyptian Presi signed by Israei Pr.me
dent Anwar Sada: during a
White House ceremony, with President Carte
r signing as a witness.
In 1988, Jesse Jackson stunned fellow Democrat
Michael S. Dukakis in Michigan's Democratic s by soundly defeating
presidential caucuses.
Ten years ago: Carol Burnett won a legal
battle against the National
Efiquirer as a jury in Los Angeles awarded the
entertainer S1.6 million* for
an article she claimed was libelous. (The
award was later reduced, and
Burnett and the Enquirer ended up settling
out
Five years ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorba of court.)
chev accused the United
States of carrying out planned 'aggression
against Libya. and proposed
talks- on withdrawal of Soviet and Amer
ican fleets from the
Mediterranean.
One year ago: "Driving Miss Daisy" won best
picture at the 62nd,
annual Academy Awards and captured the best
actress prize for Jessica
Tandy. Daniel Day-Lewis was named best actor
for his role in ''My Left
Foot." Designer Halston died in San Franc
isco* at age 57.
•

•

as she tells her girlfriend her diet starts
tomorrow.
A high school reunion is apparently
in full swing as two young men meet
4.
in line and shake hands.
"My' kids arc 6 and 5," one says to
By Constance
the other.
Alexander
"I can't believe it." say' the other.
"Pat still here? He still the same?" he
asks.
metaphor sails into my consciousness.
"Yup. Still the same old Pat."
I can vaguely discern the smell of last comes the
reply. "Always looking for
year's hotdogs beneath a _layer of a good
time.
ammonia. and a coat of new paint on
I imagine Pat, a perennial teenager
the picnic table. Things are the same in a pickup with a six-pack, collectand not the same.
ing speeding tickets as if they were
Some of this year's patrons hear merit
badges.
little resemblance to the people they
Though many of them are dressed.
were last year.
tittle boy whose for summer. in
shorts and tee-shirts,
mother spooned ice cream into his most
of the people standing in line for
mouth twelve months ago. now ice cream
have thicr arms folded
clutches his own cone. A soung across their
chests against the chill.
woman in short pink overalls she
The temperature at the Republic
wore back in July has plucked them Bank
blinks 65 degrees.) Those who
from eight months of storage today. are
not talking stare off into the
They are shorter and tighter than they distance,
squin
were last summer. and she loosens a catch a glimp ting, as if trying to
se of beach. sand. sumstrap and pulls at a binding pants leg mer.

Today In History

•

.'... •

Author John Barth's novel "The
Floating Opera," is propelled by a
mataphor about a showboat with a
big, flat open deck and a non-stop
play going on. The boat isn't moored.
so it drifts up and down the river with
the tide, and the audience sits on both
banks, catching whatever part of the
plot happens to unfold as the vessel
glides past
The audience can see the actors. but
not hear them,so most of the time they
don't understand what's going on at
all. To fill in the gaps of the story.
onlookers have to use their imagination, or ask others in the audience.
Sometimes they even have to wait
until word is passed along from
upriver or downriver to find out
what's going on.
Much of life works this way. of
course. People and situations drift in
and out of reach. Some we neser
encounter again, while others 11041
hack into view occasionally. just in
time to renew old acquaintances.
Sitting on the "deck- of the local
Dairy Queen last Sunday, Barth's
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MSU riders earn 8 first
places in final regional
Intercollegiate Horse Show

IMMO

••••

Riders from Murray State University earned eight firsts in the
final regional Intercollegiate Horse
Show at Middle Tennessee State
University recently and finished
fourth for the season overall in
team stock seat (western saddle)
competition.
The Murray State equestrian
team competes against teams from
15 other schools in Kentucky. Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri in
both stock seat and hunt
scat(English saddle) events in Region 6 of the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association (IHSA).
Mike Dickey, Fairfield, Ill., led
the way at Middle Tennessee with
two first ..place performances in
hunt scat competition. Others who
recorded firsts in hunt seat in the
three day event were: Andrea
Woods, Evansville, Ind.; Melissa
Wilson, Oak Ridge, Tenn. and Shaley Baird, Dayton, Texas.
Earning first place recognition in
stock scat -were: Tammy Nuthals.
Green Bay, Wisc.: Christy Ash,
Evansville, Ind. and Jay Cloud.
Calvert City.
Riders with second places were:
(stock seat) Cloud; Nuthals; Wilson; Laura Coleman,. Olmstead;
Meagn McWhorter, Knoxville and
Sarah Whitten. Cape Girardeau.
Mo. and (hunt seat) Ash; Baird and
Tammy Storm, Owensboro.
Earning third place recognition
were: (stock seat) Whitten; Wilson;
Stephanie Clendenin, Brandenburg;
Russell Gholson, Wickliffe and
Tiffany Taunten, Emporia. Kan.
and (hunt seat) Clendenin; Whitten:
Woods; Michelle Demaree, Martinsville, Ind. and Erin Miller.
Naperville, Ill.
Taking fourth places were: (hunt
seat) Gholson; Krista Newell,
Louisville; Heather Rozhon, Libertyville, Ill. and Brian Rudolph.
NIurray.
Riders accumulate points in the
regular season shows to earn the

Governor's Awards in the Arts

right to participate in the Region 6
IHSA show scheduled at Morehead
State University April 6 to 7,
according to Brien Terry, head
coach of Murray State team.
Terry, who is assisted by hunt
scat coach Tammy McKinney, said
stock seat qualifiers in the regionals advance to the national IHSA
competition at Hollins College in
Raonoke, Va., the first weekend in
May.
Hunt seat qualifiers in the regionals go to zone competition, from
where zone qualifiers advance to
the nationals.
Murray State's team won regional championships in 1981, 1983,
1984 and 1985 and was runner up
in 1988 and won national championships in 1981 and 1985 and was
runner up for the national title in
1983 and 1988.
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on
Monday approved a plan by the
Louisville and Jefferson County
Regional Airport Authority to fill
in two wetland areas as part of the
expansion of Louisville's airport.
The sites are located southwest
of Standiford Field and are near a
proposed new west runway.
One wetland site consists of
about 20 acres of which 12.5 acres
will be filled. The secondsite consists of 11 acres of which 1.4 acres
will be filled. Wetlands are protected by the federal government.

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

7514451

407 Maple St.
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OFF

Men's Suits

by Hart', Corbin', Dior'

_ and More
Entire Stock Reduced!

25
%
Off
Elegant Looks

Sportcoats
As Low As 49 00
Reduced

25%ff
Dress
Shirts
Stripes & Solids
Starting
at

$1 Q00

%,,p Each

the newest looks and styles

Only

$1

200

Fashion Belts, Ties & Socks
20% Off
Great Looking'

mis

Knit Shirts
Solids & Stripes

a
a

7
9
5

$18
°
E9
The Newest In

Sportshirts
Stripes & Plaids

411r

Here's the deal Bring in this ad and we'll replac
e
your car's old oil with Valvoline, Havoline or Ratell
a0
motor oil We'll do it right, and we'll do it right now

Jeane D.U.11 •hc,t
hOol,
estertIA I'd.,. And l'OTC,C,
God • Plan.- send Sri 4S plus S I
nd harri.IIriv
h • • •
kw],"
(-tt .
1,4141 \tar
p.msahie o Andrews

Coupon Good Thru April 6, 1991

1111MI

MIN =II INN NM MI IM Mill la

10 Minute Oil Change

Off

Casual Pants

Good Colors & Styles

,

$2795)

s references and location 0 garages in your area, and written

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
$2,475
S3,175
$3,475
$3,675
$4,175

Deluxe Modals
Vinyl sidIng
Vrt Car (12720)
2 Car (11x20)
$3,575
Largo 2 Car (22122)
$3,975
2'12 Cw (24:24)
$4,075
Lama VI Car (24x30)
$4,675
level lot & freight

16th at Chestnut

"Five Points"

Pius off
TOW SAMFACTICW 111 OLOD.41.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Ky • (502) 674-5530

(502) 759-1529

CORN-AUSTIN
-COURT SQUAREMURRAY
OPEN NIGHTLY TIL 8

Professional Lubrication and T.L.C. for your car,
truck, motor home.
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Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5 30

Army Corps of Engineers
to fill Louisville wetlands

Dan
McNutt, AAI

_3.95
3.95
_2.95
_3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
40,

Sired wah Saida CovAce of Potazo and
our Homemade Roils

Daily

A good deal
for a change.

CUSTOM BUILT GAR

With hardboard siding
1'i3 ear (12:20) .i„ 1
2 Cw (16120)
Large 2 Car (22112)
Til Car (24124)
Large 2'1 Car (24:30)

• ilk-,

(After 4 p.m.)

Mon. - Salkhury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. -.11 of Co. Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va Ham _
Fri. - Country Ham _
Sat. - Fried Chicken
Sun. - Chicken rivers_

Ties

AGES
Co-pew" erected including concrete floors Not o'e tab Carpente
r built All quality matenals
We offer you FREE essmate
warranty

-DINNER SPECIALS-

On
•Life •Health -Annuities
•Nursing Home •Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

1rilh-v5ri -riri

J

OPEN
6 a.m.- 10 p.m.

states to offer voter registration at
driver's license application sites.
Similar legislation failed during the
last session of Congress. Babbage
said, "Kentucky' can be the leader
in continued election reform. Let's
back AKendall Ford's idea here."
Babbage, whose focus is
"Rebuilding the Democracy'," has
proposed several other programs
for the Secretary of State's office,
which would increase voter awareness and participation.
The Secretary of State chairs the
state Board of Elections and is the
Chief Election Officer of Kentucky'. Bob Babbage said.
Babbage said he would release
other steps during April and May
to address ways to improve voter
registration and turnout.
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PAGE 5

27-year-old Louisville man police
say pulled the trigger, also was
charged with capital murder.
All three were being held without bond Monday in the Daviess
County Detention Center. Their
arraignment was set for Thursday'
morning at 9 a.m. CST in Daviess
Circuit Court.
- Westerfield, 60, was gunned
down in the doorway of his Owensboro home by a man wearing surgical scrubs after he answered a
knock on the door the night of
March 12. He died instantly, police
said.
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.
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Scott Conklin (left), a Murray High sophomore, performed on the
violin during the recent annual Governor's Awards in the Arts ceremony at the Go‘ernor's Mansion in Frankfort. Conklin was accompanied on the piano by Marie Taylor (right) of the Murray State University music faculty. Shown with Conklin and Taylor is Kentucky
Governor Wallace Wilkinson. The awards are presented to people
across the state for their contributions to the arts.

Bob Babbage said if elected Sec- cy by a third. In Kentucky'
about
retary' of State, he would propose
one-third of the eligible voters
legislation to allow Calloway
vote; one-third is registered but
Countians to register to vote when
declines to vote and about onethey renew their driver's license.
third is eligible but not registered
Currently 6,305 of the county's
Babbage said.
adults are eligible, but not regisBabbage said that the national
tered to vote. Babbage said.
figures show that the cost to regisBabbage said that nearly oneter voters at motor vehicle licensthird (788,587) of Kentucky's elig- ing sites could reduce
registration
ible adults are not registered to 'costs by a third or
more.
vote. "The convenience and accesBabbage, an advocate for cutting
sibility of voter registration at the the costs of govern
ment services,
licensing site will encourage more quoted Mar- Brooks,
a senior lobpersons to register," Babbage said. byist for the League
of Women
Persons now apply for a driver's
Voters as saying that "presently the
license in the circuit court clerk's cost to register voters
through
office in their county of residence deputy' registrars
is from SI to S9.-and register to vote in the county
yet by using the motor vehicle preclerk's office.
mises, the cost would range from 3
Babbage noted that Kentucky to 33 cents."
has the lowest voter turnout of any
"This is now offered in 10 states:
adjacent state with the exception of Arizona, Colorado,
Iowa, MichiWest Virginia.
gan, Minnesota, Nevada, Rhode
"What we now have is democra- Island, Maine,
Maryland and
Washington as well as the District
of Columbia," Babbage said.
"Kentucky needs to do all it can
by Jeane Dixon
to improve voter education,
registration and election day turnEHNESDAN MARcH 27,1991
out," Babbage added. "Democracy'
is supposed to reflect the will of
H PPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIRGO Aug 23-Sept. 221
NEVI YE \K OF 1"OUR LIFE: Concentrate
on prole,:ts already under th'e majority and not the will of just
one-third of Kentuckians." he
‘‘u can h >k tory, irtl to x%ay and:Rohl hecomme in% ol%
ic,.ci% mg lots of support front your any secret transact ions. S'omei ed in
added.
\
ou
Lund> and friends! Confront and meet on a business trip
Babbage said that Kentucky
could he of
resol% e an old emotional issue inJuly. great a.•:,4,4ance in the
near future. Senator Wendall Ford_ and Oregon
September is the hest time for tra%el Keep in touch.
Senator Mark HaLfield are coahroad.Nex> kiIIsrkmiledc'eiJl
e v,
LIBRA iSept. 23-0o. 22i: Crea- sponsoring the National Voter
'•-!1‘ e ‘011 ,.ompetitise edge in No- m e and artistic projects continue to
Registration Act of 1991. If passed
\ ernhcr.1-atnily reunions brighten the occupy y our time. Pax
hills promptly .
legislation would compel all
the
'\\pier holiday season. Fath,

•

Fordsville man charged with murder
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)- A
Fordsville man has been charged
with hiring a man to kill his business partner so he could collect
insurance money to pay their company's debts.
A Daviess County grand jury on
Monday indicted Irvin Edge. 42, on
a capital murder charge in the
death of his partner in real etate
speculation, Charles Westerfield.
The grand jury also indicted Barry Kent McManaway, who was
charged with arranging the alleged
murder-for-hire deal.
Randall Kedrick Murphy. the
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MURRAY TODAY

Latimer and Adams wedding planned

CALENDAR

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Latimer
of Atlanta. Ga., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Julia Gaye.
to David Scott Adams. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Adams Jr. of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugo
Wilson and Ms. Frankie Starks, all
of Murray, and Jim Latimer of
Troy, Mich. She is the greatgranddaughter of Terry Lawrence
of Murray and Mrs. Larue Latimer
of Hazel.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Miller and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Adams.
Miss Latimer, a 1986 graduate of
Murray High School. is currently
attending Murray State University
pursuing a Bachelor of Science
degree in Elementary Education.
Mr. Adams, a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is a
1990 graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Occupational Safety
and Health. He is presently
employed with Occidental Chemical Corporation. Columbia, Tenn
The wedding vows will be solenualzed on Saturday, May 25, at 7
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Country Club.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Tuesday, March 26
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce office. Info/Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Communion service/8 a.m.;
WORD Program/10 a.m.; The
Gathering/6 p.m.
The Holy Eucharist/5:20 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church.
Holy
Week service/7
p.m./Dexter-Hardin....1.Thited
Methodist Church.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 71
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•***** HEATRES

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II
Secret of the Ooze
Class Action (R)
itarriote

Gene

Hackman

White Fang
(PG)

7:00
9:00

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fearn Sr. were honored at a surpris
celebration of their 48th wedding anniversary on March e party in
15 by their
daughter, Kelly Ann. Guests attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Bucklew,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Al Cutini, Mr. and Bruce
Mrs. Art Osterdahl. Mr. and Mrs. Craig Covert, Mrs. Susie Covert,
Dru
daughter, Brittany, and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Scott. The Covert and
group played
games and were served Coke, cookies, fresh fruit and
punch.

Singles' meeting Tuesday
Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent of Murray
City Schools, will talk
about 'Understanding Others and Getting Along Better'
at a meeting of The
Singles Organizational Society tonight (Tuesd
ay) at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce building. Following
the meeting the group
will go to Pizza Hut for a social hour and refresh
ments. This is a nonprofit
support and social group for all single adults whether
always single, separated, divorced at widowed. For more information
call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne. 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margare
t, 1-247-2249

Smoking Support Group
A Support Group for people who have stopped smoking will have its first
meeting on Wednesday, March 27, at 5:30 p.m. in the board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This group is being sponsored by Health
Promotions of the local hospital. It is open to any one who has kicked the
habit or recently quit smoking. This will be an organizational meeting seeking the attendees' input on topics and meeting dates,' said Kathie Pierce,
Health Promotions Director, at the hospital. For information call 762-1384.

rompassionate Friends meeting
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday,
March 28, at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is a support group for
all persons who have lost a child or young adult
through sudden death. For
more information call CArol Perlow, MSN,
at 762-1425.

Julia Gaye Latimer and
David Scott Adams to marry

7CCem

7:10
9.15

JO'S DATEBOOK

•

55

Alive Driving Course

A 55 Alive Driving Course will be Wednesday and Thursday, March
27
and 28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. There is no fee for members of Peoples Gold of Peoples Bank,
but an $8 charge for anyone who is not a member of Peoples Gold will
be
received. Betty Ril-ey will be teacher for the course which is the nation's
first
curriculum designed specifically for drivers age 50 and over. In addition
to
the important information received concerning safety tips and new
laws,
upon graduation, one may be eligible for a multi-year automobile insuran
ce
discount. To enroll call Mrs. Riley at 753.5659 or John Williams
or Doris
Row:and at the bank, 753-3231.

World Friendship Club

Paint & Decorating Center
771

715
9 /0

Tennis League being formed
Perfect
Weapon (R)

Sleeping with 7:05
the Enemy (R) 9:Ce

- Oaks 'Easter Egg Hunt

World Friendship Club oi Murra% met Feb. 27 for a
potliak luncheon
with 20 members present at the home of Neelam Tandon
. With President Monica Walston presiding, a slate of officers
for -the new club
year was presented by Espie 'an Ameringen. chairman
of the nominating committee. They were elected by unanimous
‘ote of the members. Pictured, from left. Espie an Amerin
gtn. telephone: Gracie
Erwin and Edith Noffsinger, club sponsors; Neelam
Tandon. vice
president and telephone: Crystal Carter. secretary: and
Debbie Shapla, president. Not pictured is Monica Walston.
treasurer. The club
will ha%e a potluck luncheon at 12:30 p.m. on V%
ednesda%. March 2.7.

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
--Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

• Rent your movies.at the mu,it's!
•
• 1000 Chestnut • 753-3314
•
Open lIntro to Kliam

Oaks Country Club will have its annual Easter Egg Hunt on
Saturday.'
-March -30, at 1 p.m: at the clubr-This is for all children, ages
1 to 8. who are
"embers of the ciub.

Holy Week services
. Holy Week services by area United Methodist
Churches will continue
. thrOugh Friday, March 29. The Rev. Jim. Glass will
speak at 7 p.m_ service
tonight at Dexter-Hardin Church. On Wednesday
at 7 p.m., the Rev. Don
Barnett will speak at Bethel Church. Goshen and
South Pleasant Grove
Churches will conduct the Maundy Thursday service
s at each church. The
Rev. Susan Alsop-Atkinson, pastor at Goshen,
will be assisted by the Rev.
Dan Leslie, Hazel and Mason's Chapel paster. The
Rev. James Alford, pastor at South Pleasant Grove, will be assisted
by Rev. Glass and Rev. Barnett. On Friday, the service will be at Hazel church
with the combined choirs
ot Hazel and Kirksey churches to present a Good
Friday Contata. The public
is invited to attend any, or all of these
services.

in the home of Anissa ‘lahforud.

Hospital reports released

Th

1(1$ --)
Prung
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TOUCHGLIDE* VERTICALS

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals- at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, March
22, have been released as follows:

South side

Snapping Ctr.

753-3321
--21
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Do Pierced
Earrings
Irritate
44. Your Ears?

Ladies'
Denim Jackets

'
10

Ladies' Denim
Shorts
Reg. to $35

CNO

•'

•

•'
•4
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Telephone(

L

)

varieties

Rape training program

On the square
753-9569

Rape Victim Services will conduct a 20-hour volunteer
training program in
Murray beginning April 1 and ending April 29. All session
s will be held from
5.30 to 9.30 p.m. in Faculty Hall Room 501, Murray
State University. The
class size will be limited to 30 persons. Those that are
planning to volunteer
for Rape Victim Services will be given preference.
There will be a $10
charge for materials. Volunteers provide 24-hour
crisis line coverage,
accompaniment of victims to hospitals, police and Court;
community education programs: clerical help; assistance with commun
ity fundraisers and
special events. To register call Rape Victim Service
s at 1-442-7273 or
1-442-5702 .
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Bubbles Knits
State

An Easter Celebration will be at Kenlake State Resort Park on Sunday,
March 31. An Easter sunrise service will be at 6 a.m. in the Garden Room
SiPecial Easter buffet will be served from 12 noon to 8 p.m. with cost being
$9.50 for' adults and $4 95 for children 10 and under. An Easter Egg Hunt
vvIll be at 2 rim, for ages categories. 2-under, 3-5, and 6-12. Children may
meet the Easter Bunny at the front lawn of the hotel for the breaking of the
Easter Pinatas. For more information call 474-2211

Ladies'
Knit Jackets
Reg. S24";

'
9
99-'
12
"

Address
City

Easter Celebration

(Cont'd on page 71
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Newborn admission
Lofton baby vI parents Monica
and Stever P.O Box 52 Calvert City
Dismissals
Mrs Jo Ana Josleyn, Pt 5 Box
111. Benton Mrs Karen Lee Lamb,
Rt 5. Box 1239, Murray, Mrs Glenda
Kay Martin Rt 5 Box 374. Murray

t,„ to
75%

Reg !ri'
19

Sensitive Ears!
cYES,,y•an Now roc

Do mu me! a paw 0! D•ar4:11.0
Ea/•
,
217

Kelly Bolls and Kaci Bolls, daughters of Mr. and
Mrs Jerry L. Bolls of
1533 London Dr., Murray, are among the 1000 student
s at Harding University, Searcy, Ark., who will peform in the 18th
annual Spring Sing, March
28-30 at the university. The all-student musical extrava
ganza will be performed, four times during the weekend

(Closed Saturday, March 30)

COUPON

▪

I3olls' sisters to perform

THROUGH FRIDAY, MARCH 29

,Redeem this coupon in person
to receive your
complimentary pair or Concepts Earrings
for

•S•

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, March 28,
at 3 p.m at the club house. Members are asked to note
the special time this
month because of the Holy Week services at many
local churches. Dr
David Roos, Lula Belle Hodges and Opal Howard will
present a program on
'A Trip to The Holy Land Hostesses will be
Betty Lou Farris, Helen
Hodges, Rebecca rvan, Bonnie Jones, Ruth Oney
and Mary Moore
Lassiter,

NTINUES

01 C art Earrings were created just for your sensitive
ears. Fashioned in a HUGE variety of styles that won't
irritate your ears-ever! Need Convincing? Try a complimentary pair of on( 7--..
te s on us. No purchase necessary! See for yourself that you CAN wear onCtti
Earrings! We guarantee it!

r

Zetas will meet Thursday

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday. March 21.
have been released as follows:

JSAOLE
-ACON'S

Do your ears itch or break
out whenever you wear them?

0My yin We "Cst SOVICvf/.

P.atr.an
Picter!s. Rt 4, Box 625_
Murray. Mist Meredith Blair Hicks
2011- Brookhaven Murray. William
Noe] Rt 8. Box 393, Murray.
Isaac Weis Purdorn Sr . 302 North
10th St Murray Mrs Sadie Hastings.
Box 303 Puryear. Tenn,. Joseph Apieclonek, Rt I. Box 207G, New
Concord.
.
Edley Nance HI Southside Manor
Murray. Mrs Olis A Vaughn, West
View Nursing Home. Murray

Newborn admissions
Lewis baby girl, parents. Edward
and Deborah Rt I Box 17, Puryear
Tenn ,
Rairwille baby girl, mother,. Lillian Rt 7. Apt 3, Lynn Grove Apts
Murray.
Bailey:baby girl, parents. Jimmy and
Mahotah. Rt 1, Box 87, Murray
Dismissals
Mr§ Betty L Crocker, 209-A North
Fifth St., Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Clayton.
705 Nancy Dr , Murray; Mrs Glenda F
McClure. P 0 Box 814, Murray
Mrs Valerie D Benke and baby
boy Rt 2, Box 48, Benton. Mrs Kim.
body D Cranshaw and baby boy, Rt
2, Box 172-B, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Barry D Cooper, Rt 3, Box 50
Murray. Zachary Reeder, Rt 1, Box
278-1, Alm°, Mrs Kathy Faye English
and baby boy. Rt 10. Box 213
Benton

•yerr-c.rs- accoosa•

Sae

Diel t
Joel. R

Mit/ Mc'tallon & Maryann Cathey

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Sic'"

One
missah
ty Hos
have t

Murray-Calloway County Tennis League will be
starting its second spring
season. Dates, times and places will be decided it a later
date. This is mixed doubles and all levels of players are welcome. For
more information call
Sue _Hook, 753-7192, .after.,, 5 -p.m.
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Hospital...
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CALE
NDAR
from page 6)

(Cont'd from page 6)
Mrs. Lovetta Marsh, At. 1, Box
101H, Benton; Mrs. Bernice Wilson,
At. 1, Box 294B, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs
Mary Cohoon, 514 Beale St., Murray;
Gary Heltsley, At. 1, Box 173,
Hazel; Mrs. Marie Miller, At. 2, Box
216, Hazel; Mrs. Robbie F. Blalock,
607 Meadow Lane, Murray;
Mrs. Treva Dell Dublin, 1001 West
Fifth St., Fulton; Parvin D. Rhoades,
803 North 17th St., Murray;
Herman K. Ellis, 1202 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray; Dyrus Stubblefield, At, 4,
Box 105A, Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday. March 24,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Diel baby boy, parents, Amanda and
Joel, Rt. 1, Box 163, Farmington

Dismissals
Mrs. Ilee Wisehart, Rt. 1, Box 186,
Hazel; Brent E. Manning, 2002 Coldwater Rd., Murray; Mrs. Opal Ilene
Rogers, 201 Broad St., Murray;
Raymond E. Cramer, At. 10, Apt.
21. Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton;
William B. Miller, At 2, Box 62,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary K. Paschall, Rt. 4. Box
208, Murray; Mrs. Eurella Jackson,
4090 Tuxedo, Warren, Mich.; Charles
T. Copeland, Rt. 1, Box 67, Hardin;
Mrs. Betty R Stewart, At. 5, Box
69-E, Martin, Tenn.; Mrs. Mahotah Lee
Bailey and baby girl, At 1, Box 87,
Murray

The approaching marriage ot
Miss Amy Lynn Valentine and
Donnie Lynn Balentine has been
announced.
Miss Valentine is the daughter of
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
Steve and Debbie Ladd of Murray.
p.m./Weaks Center.
She is the grandaughter of Mrs.
Ruby Elkins and the late Andy C.
Senior citizens' activities/I0
Elkins and of June and Bill Ladd,
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
all of Murray, and of Gaylon andOneita Valentine of Purytar, Tenn.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Mr. Balentine is the son of Carol
Church of, Christ.
and Jerry Balentine of Rt. 1.
Dexter.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Church of Chrisi
fvtrs. Charlie Parrish of Murray, the
late Mrs. Bessie Parrish, and the
The Holy Eucharist/5:20 p.m./St.
late Audie and Florence Balentine.
John Episcopal Church.
He is the great-grandson of Lanis
and Beatrice Phillips of Rt. 1,
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
Almo.
include Brotherhood, Baptist
The bride-elect is attending CalWomen, Actecns, RAs, GAs, Mis- loway
County High School.
sion Friends and BYWf7 p.m.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
First Presbyterian Church events
School. He is currently serving in
include ARKL/5 p.m., the United States Navy.
Membership/Communicants Class
The wedding vows will be soland Choir/6:30 p.m.
emnized on Saturday, April 20, at I
p.m. at First Christian Church,
First Baptist Church events Murray.
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.,
A reception will follow in the
Revival luncheon/11:50 a.m., Fel- church fellowship hall.
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
All friends and relatives are
open/6:15 p.m.; service/7 p.m.
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Adult Choir/6 p.m.; Youth
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 27
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.

Residence Hall Talent Show/8-10
p.m./Curris Center Stables/MSU/
free admission.
Parent-Teacher Conferences/4-6
p.m./Calloway County High
School. No appointment necessary.
Murray Branch AAUW/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Community Room.
Bingo games/7 p.m./at K/C building, Squire Hale Road.
Wednesday, March 27
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners meeting/5:15 p.m. and
regular meeting/5:30 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, third floor,

Top ten, country-western
records released for week
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of week
of March 24 have been released as
follows:
The Top Ten

1. "Someday," Mariah Carey
2. "One More Try," Timmy T
3. "Coming out of the Dark," Gloria
Estefan
4. "All the Man That I Need," Whitney Houston
5. "This House," Tracie Spencer
6. "All This Time," Sting
7. "Hold You Tight," Tara Kemp
8. "Show Me the Way," Styx
9. "You're in Love," Wilson Phillips

10. "I've Been Thinking About You,"
London Beat
Country-Western
1. "Heroes and Friends," Randy
Travis
2. "I'd Love You All Over Again,"
Alan Jackson
3. "Two of a Kind," Garth Brooks
4. "I'm That Kind of Girl," Patty
Loveless
5. "True Love,'' Don Williams
6. "Down Home," Alabama
7. "Pocket Full of Gold," Vince Gill
8. "If the Jukebox Took Teardrops,"
Billy Joe Royal
9. "Men," The Forester Sisters
10 "The Eagle," WayIon Jennings
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Servicef7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Best selling books for week of
March 24 have been released as
follows:

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
.Group/10 a.m.; Holy Week
service/12:05 p.m.; Handbell
Choir/4 p.m.; Wednesday Night
Fellowship/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Pastor's Class/4 p.m.,
Children's Choir/5:30 p.m., Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays/5:30
p.m., Maundy Thursday
practice/6:30.p.m., Chancel Choir/
7:15 p.m:

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceen $8® per wk.
Remote 19" TV
$10" per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
$2000 per wk.
-With this ad-

753-7670

•

ION"
:••••,,r;

•

Sheila Cohoon & Ann Williams
Expwrienctel In Helping Yoe Choose:
•Wallcovering tone room or all room)
•Paint
•Window Treatments
•Accessories (selecting and amusement)
•Furniture (mecum he. or rearransing

‘
i‘Vb
R & B Rentals46 4
Central Shoeing Center a

•

•Floorcovering
•Bed Dressings
•Landscaping tone area or complete yard)
*Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment

753-2571 or 753-4110

Blooming Plants, Baskets & Bunnies
•\

4101,i0
1
Hoffman's
1 Mile East

Murray

Rack Patent,
Navy Leather,
Black Leather,
Spring Taupe. Peac;1,
Whte. Grey,
Off White

SALE ENDS
SAT., MARCH 30

4h
0
aC
othe

White, Bonn,
Navy, & Black
Leather & Patent

shoe
tree

9:00-5:00 Mon.-Sot.
Southside Shopping Center
(502)753-8339 Murray
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Black Patent

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

,

759-4512

0

0

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

MOM 71111-7027 a 71134414 ABM II p.n.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

Easter Gift Ideas

WAL-MART

your own)

Fit Any Budget-

2. "Wealth Without Risk," Charles
Givens
3. "Financial Self-Defense," Charles
Givens

We are pleased to
announce
that
Kathy
Christopher, bride-elect
of Bill Brown, has
made her domestic
and
household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Kathy and Bill
will be married
April 27, 1991.

Offered by

7. "Iron John," Robert Bly
8. "American Night," Jim Morrison
9. "Forever Fit," Cher
10. "Jim Morrison, Dark Star,"
Dylan Jones
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
7-Y
PRE-OWNED RIDING & ASH MOWERS
AND- GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To

•
NON-FICTION
1. "Homecoming," John Bradshaw

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

4. "Riders on the Storm," John
Densmore
,5. "You'll Never Eat Lunch in This
Town Again," Julia Phillips
6. "And the Sea Will Tell," Vincent
Bugliosi

FICTION
1. "The Druid of Shannara." Terry
Brooks
2. "Heartbeat," Danielle Steel
3. "Cold Fire," Dean R. Koontz
4 "The Eagle Has Flown," Jack
Higgins
5. "The Plains of Passage," Jean M.
Auel
6. "Forgiving," LaVyrle Spencer
7. "The Firm," John Grisham
• 8. "The Witching Hour," Anne Rice
9. "Love & Desire & Hate," Joan
Collins
10. "Battleground." W.E.B. Griffin

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to ing people out makes sense,
but lockplead with you to change your an- ing people in does not.
swer to a recent letter concerning
Although I expect that my chances
dead-bolt locks. The writer reported of seeing this in-print are very
shit,
that the homes of several invalids I implore you to conside
r running
that he had madedeliYeries-to were in the hest interest of your readersit
.
equipped with dead-bolt locks reFire officials. across this country
quiring a key to exit the homes. He have been advocating the
elimina- Calloway County Public Library
also said the windows were secured tion of double dead-bo
lt locks for events include Parents and
with iron bars. He suggested that mans' years, to little avail,
and
the occupaits should wear the key need -help. They are prohibit we Twos/9:30 a.m.. Story Hours/10:30
ed in a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
around their neck to facilitate their dwelling units in the state
of Michiexit in case ofan emergency,such as gan. and in our opinion, their
sale
a fire. You said he had an excellent should also be against the
Holy Week service/7 p.m./Bethel
law.
idea.
WILLIAM H. CROUCH, United Methodist Church.
-1 Please, plense change your anPRESIDENT. SOUTHEASTERN
swer, Tell eVeryone that you can
MICHIGAN FIRE CHIEFS Health Express of Murray reach that they should never, under
ASSOCIATION Calloway County Hospital/Hilltop
any circumstances, install- double
Kash Market, Canton/9-11 a.m.
dead-bolt locks -on their home or
DEAR CHIEF CROUCH:Your
apartment doors! The doublie dead- letter will probably fill the
enbolt lock turns an ordinary home tire space allotted to me for
one Reading Room open/12 noon-3
into a tomb . in the event of a fire. column, but it is well worth
it. p.m./Christian Science.
Smoke conditions found in an ordi- Thank you for a lifesaving
letter.
nary house fire could make it impos- (P.S. In some states, it is
also
sible for even the most alert. physi- against the law to have a double LBL events inchide Ploughing and
.. cally fit person to exitthe borne under dead-bolt lock in a place of busi- Field Preparation, Basketmaking
these conditions. ) It is impossible to ness.)
Workshop/10 a.m.-4 p.m., Iron
see or even take a full breath when
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
you're gagging from smoke,and ter*4*
p.m./Homcplace-1850.
rified.)
I have seen an entire family lying
CONFIDENTIAL
TO
just inside the front door, which was AVOWED ATHEIST IN BATON Kindergarten registration/
Eastwood Baptist Academy/8:30
locked from the inside with a double ROUGE, LA.: To paraph
rase
dead-bolt lock. The key was there, Blaise Pascal, 17th-century sci- a.rfi.-4 p.m.
but the door was still locked. Unfor- entist and religious philoso
pher:
tunately. this is not an isolated Inc,- "Ifthere is no God,we have
noth- National Scouting Museum/open
' dent. Window bars also prevent fire- ing to lose by praying, and if 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
fighters from rescuing trapped occu- there is one, we have much
to
pants in time to save their lives.
lose if we don't."
Late registration/MurrayHow much of a chance would an
Calloway County Baseball
invalid have in a similar circum* * *
Association/3:3 0 - 6
stance? Besides, what good would a
p.m./Dennison-Hunt Sporting
double dead-bolt lock do for an invalid in the event that an intruder
Goods.
What teen-agers need to know about
gained entry to the home and wanted
sex. drugs. AIDS, and getting along with
the key to unlock the door from the their peers and parents
is now in Abby's
inside to get out'?
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
I simply cannot imagine what the Teen Should Know."To order,send a long,
advantage of such a lock is under business-size, self-addressed envelope.
any circumstances. What possible plus()beck or money order for $3.95 44.50
Canada) to: Dear Abby. Teen Booklet,
reason could people have to lock in
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
themselves inside a building'? Lock- (Postage
is included.)

'RENT-TO-OWN q

Amy Lynn Valentine and
Donnie Lynn Balentine to marry

Fiction, non-fiction best sellers listed

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include CREED Series/10 a.m.,
Sacrament of Reconciliation/6
p.m.p Choir/7:30 p.m.

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren ...

PAGE 7

Valentine-Balentine wedding April 20

(Coat'd

Tuesday, March 26
Dr. William 0. Presson lecturerl
p.m./Mason Hall auditorium/MSU.

TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1991
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SPORTS
Stanford, Sooners reach NIT championsh
ip game

BAS

Sports
Writer

NEW YORK (AP) —

Oklahoma streaked into the final of sear. said
Colorado coach Joe Harrington. "We're going to
the National Invitation Tournament, while Stanford took
the beat them before too long. We know it. ad (Okla
inside track.
homa coach'
Billy Tubbs knows it.'
Oklahoma wiped out a 14-point deficit in the secon
d half
Colorado (18-14), making its first postseason appearance
and beat Colorado for the 24th consecutive time, 88-78
. Mon- since 1969, was led by center Shaun Vandi
ver with 31 points.
day night at Madison Square Garden. In the opene
r. Stanford
used its inside power to defeat Massachusetts 73-71
"Okl
ahom
a
has
a
lot
of
tradit
ion
and pride, and a team like
and'
advance to Wednesday night's championship
that isn't going to lay down," Vandiver said. "I didn't really
game.
It will be the first NIT final for both school
think about the streak. I was just concerned about winni
s.
ng."
Jeff Webster scored 24 points as Oklahoma continued its
Colorado matched its largest lead of the game. 62-48, with
mastery of Colorado, which hasn't beaten the Soone
rs since 13:06 left before Oklahoma began its comeback. A 12-2 run
1982.
featuring three consecutive baskets by Roland Ware pulled
the
"When you play some teams, you feel you can beat
Soone
rs to 64-60.
them
anytime." said Oklahoma guard Terry Evans. who scored
After Vandiver scored to give Colorado
16
a six -point lead.
points. "It seems that every time we're in a close
game with Webster made four straight free throws
to cut the margin to
Colorado, we win."
two. The Sooners finally took the lead 68-67
on a jumper by
It was the second straight time Colorado blew a big
Kermit Holmes with 5:17 remaining and
lead
',against Oklahoma. When they played in Boulder
staved in front the
on Feb. 27. rest of the wav.
Oklahoma overcame an 18-point deficit and won 60-68
on a
A free throw .b% Colorado's Stevie Wise
last-second shot.
made it 71-'0. but
Oklah
oma scored 10 of the next 12 points and
"We could have won two games against Oklahoma this
dt never
.threatened again.

Wise scored 18 points but was only 5-f
or-23 from the field.
including 1 -for-9 from 3-point range.
"I-just didn't hit the shots," Wise said.
"I was wide open
sometimes, but I just didn't make them.
"
Holmes scored 17 points for Oklahoma
(20-14) and Ware
added 15. Starting center Bryan Sather. avera
ging 21 points in
his previous four games. did not
score.
Center Adam Keefe scored 24 points and
forward Andrew
Vlahov added 20 as Stanford edged Massa
chusetts.
Keefe and Vlahov each had 14 points in the
Stanford withstood a late rally by the Minut second half as
emen, who trailed
almost the entire way. Vlahov grabbed 11
rebounds and Keefe
oot 10 for the Cardinal. which outrebound
ed the Minutemen
t
-12-31
.
Our big men caused them a lot of probl
ems." said Stanford coach Mike Montgomery. "That
's probably an
understatement."
Keefe didn't score in the last nine minut
es. but Vlahov
filled the gap for Stanford (19-13). getting 19
points in the
last 6/2 minutes.
(Coned OR page 9)

EL SEGUNDO. Calif. (API — It
seems like a match made in heaven
— hard-hining Ronnie Lott and the
Los Angeles Raiders.
"Growing up as a kid. I always
emulated the Jack Tatums. the
George Atkinsons (two former
Raider defensive backs known for
their physical play)." Lott said
Monday at a news conferm.c after
signing With the Raiders as .a.,,Plah_
B free agent.
"I can't believe how many people have told me, •I can't believe
you're in a timer uniform. You're
a Raider player. the way you
approach the game. the w4 you
play. the game:" Lull said.
Lou. was left unprotected by the
F7ar„:10 49ers in the Plan B
S'.sRm despite being named Ail157C,
time last season.
a two-year. 7101.1Murray State's Jason Haner singles to rightfield
ra;1 ssith the Ra:dduring Murray's 11-10 loss to Northeastern Illinois NIon•
day
at Reagan Field.
- .ht,s more than
•

Haner lifts 'Breds with hot hits

•••7

••

a..nrri.
m.cans

By DAVID RAMEY

Dce7.. CLL...
Lott s.a•.d
if
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sports Ectrtor

e% es al: an old stroke has
put Jason Hatter at the. top (--` the
.State batting -list. The senior .from Hende•soh
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Parker Ford says "Thanks."'
Our salute to the U.S. Armed Forces.
1.

keaian
:
learns . _
\I
- -.est !sliss(v,in

Announcing the Ford Military
Appreciation Purchase Program.
Right rim% •,\ :, uttering oil United
••)tates active-duts- military per--4 )nnel
their IN iuse‘, substantial sa‘-in,..;-• • ,t
the Manufacturer's Suggested Retail
Price on any ricks 1990, 1991 or 1992
Ford, Mercury, or Lincoln car or any
Ford light truck through F-34.1 series
pickups and the Econoline van.
.
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

To be eligible, just prow your activeduty military status as of March I.
1991. You must take delivery of your
new vehicle. by December 31, 1991.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St., Murray
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Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. —
Wade Boggs, the Boston Red
Sox' five-time AL batting
champion, is in a spring training slump. He's also hurting,
but thankful to he alive.
Boggs. hitting just .170 With
just eight hits in 47 times at
bat. including a 2-for-24
drought. downplayed his slow
start Monday as he reflected
on a freak accident in which
he escaped serious injury last
Saturday nigh:.
"Right off the top of my
head I can think of -six balls
hit hard that could have fallen
for hits, so I don't consider
my hitting an big problem."
Boggs said of his batting
average.
But while the All-Star third
baseman brushed off the halfdozen line shots grabbed by
fielders as tough luck, he
admitted he had good luck
when, dazed and hurting while
outstretched on the side of a
road 36 hours earlier, he
looked up at his wife and
asked, "Am I still alive?"
Boggs suffered only -a couple,of cuts and bruises when
he fell out of his moving
pickup truck driven by his
wife Debbie. .
"I'm just glad to be alive."
Boggs said. "The hack tire ,
ni;rr
m . rhy.ke•alyd..rn:ssed.. running over -

-
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*- • •
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•,

Boggs said that his wife
was driving "about 25 miles'
an hour. something like that."
when he suddenly was- thrown
out:

Estate
Total Commamot
to tiervice.

Bal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

131-: POLS
.
v.

Ross Insurance Agency
15.1"
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

‘
753-5273

6th &

Main

753-0489
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Dave O'HARA

NEW YORK (AP) — Bo Jackson vowed today to overcome what
he called a serious hip injury and
again play both baseball and
football.
Jackson went on a television
blitz. appearing on the morning
shows of all three major networks
within an hour, to criticize doctors
who had predicted his playing days
were over.
"Not if, but when I come back.
they will be sticking out there with
their feet in their mouth," Jackson
said during his appearance on
NBC-TV's "Today Show."
"No one knows me better than
me or my personal doctor.
Dr.(James) Andrews out of
Birmingham.''
Jackson expressed annoyance at
those who speculated publicly that
a hip condition which developed
Boggs. whose mother was
from the injury would not permit
killed in a traffic accident in
him to play again.
Tampa in 1986. was treated at
"They have nothing else to do
home by his wife and then by
with their time, or they're getting
Red Sox trainer Charlie Moss
their own publicity," he said.
on Sunday morning. He did
"They should be trying to find
not require any medical treatthe cure for the common cold and
ment and no formal report of
not be speculating on me.
the accident was made to
.- ".They're- trying to get—their
police.
names in the paper.''
While the- team - traveled -to
Jackson conceded during his
Saraso
SBaorgagsosta for a game with the
NBC 'appearance that the hip injury
Chicago
suffered while playing for the OakreNmVahi nted
eSoat
land Raiders in a postseason NFL
O'Lakes Park. He walked
playoff game 'on Jan. 13 Was serigitigerly. but got in some hitouc, but he said, "There have been
ting .against batting. practice
,,
,Favets who had the same injury
pitcher Bill Maloney. a former
and in-six -or seven months, they
Boston farmhand.:
were playing again."
"You'd never know he was
Jackson -said the examination
hurting. he could hit in his
given him by the Kansas City Roysleep.- Maloney said after
als before they put him on waivers
Boggs lined shots all over the
List week was cursory. and that
outfield in eight brief
•
Andrews' opinion that he would
appearances at the plate.
play again was based on a morC
thorough. examination and consul_Boggs said he and his Ant:
ns with other doctors.
dined Saturday - night at Chris:f he says I Will be back an the
y's. a popular restaurant' adoia
field playing. I have confidence in
cent to the Red Sox.' headhim and his profession that. 1 will
quarters motel. When 'hey
to go home, they t- •
he back on the field playing."
onto U.S. 17
Jackson said during his appearance
on ABC-TV'S 'Good Morning
"We hadn't gone
when ,
America.''
the next thing I knew
Jackson also said he wanted to
bouncing around on
he
continue playing both football and
said.
"1 don't know .v hat hapbaseball despite warnings that his
pened. Everything happened so
/careers in both could be shortened
fast.
I don't know whether I
by pursuing the two sports.
leane
d
on the door or I
Of limiting himself to just ,one
kicked it somehow Alin my
sport. Jackson said during his
leg. But it opened and
appearance on CBS's This Mornboom.''
ing.
want to do what I have been
Boggs said that he didn't
doing for the past four years when
know whether he -had failed to
heal and get well."
close the door completely. but
Jackson said there . were two
he blamed himself for not
motives for the Royals' putting him
using the seat belt.
on waivers, "They were bitter, and
"Ever since the death of
they have been bitter about mc
my mother. I haven't got into
playing two sports, and the salary
-- they thought it was the best bus- a car without buckling the
seat belt." he said. "For
iness deal at the 'time."
some uniinown reason. I didn't
Saturday night."
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"The rear tire just missed
running over my head and I
heard my wife screaming.
When she got to me. the first
thing 1 asked her was. 'Am I
still alive?"'
Displaying a nasty gash on
his right elbow. Boggs said
that he thinks the tire may
have caused it. He quipped.
"Now- I have an imprint of . a
radial on my elbow."
Boggs said. that at first he
thought he was covered with
cuts and bruises, but "when I
got home there was only the
cut and bruise on my elbow.
and my right ankle was
bruised and sore. There were
no other cuts, not even on my
back from landing on the
(road) shoulder.''
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Actions & Reactions
BASEBALL — LOCAL
The Murray Calloway County Baseball
Associa
!On will have late registration
Wednesday
between 3 p m and 6 pm at
Dennison Hunt
MCCBA is open to any boy ages
five to 18

BOXING

Duke lives in high-rent
hoop district with UNC

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — They told Mike
Krzyzewski not to worry
about winning when he got to Duke 11
years ago.
Right. Just eight miles away was North
Smith, models of consistency for nearly 30 Carolina and coach Dean
SOCCER — LOCAL
to do was keep the Blue Devils progr years and all Krzyzewski had
am
Tne Murray-Calloway County boys' under-12
The athletic director just mentioned that afloat.
tearn won three games this past week They
and we want good kids, to be educated, and we want to be competitive
defeated Madisonville, 5-1, on lour goals from
represent Duke," Krzyzewski
Adams Weis, with Jeff Nix assisting once. John
said Monday. "Don't worry about winning.
Eric Yezerski scored, while Scott Kellie and Al
Maybe I was naive enough to
believe that, and I'm still naive enough
Ran were cited for good defense They shut
to
believe that."
Out Hopainsvide 3-0, with Jeremy Hunt scoring
Innocence aside, Krzyzewski came to Duke trying to smoot
a goal and assisting on a score from Bryan
h the hills
and valleys which had marked the basketball program
Davis Shane Andrus also scored fox Murray,
since the glory days
while defense from Ryan Pickens and Nathan
of Vic Bubas. Now, it's Duke that's been to four straig
Keller helped Davis and Matt Roberts combine
ht national semifiBASEBALL
nals and five in the last six years, and North Carolina
for a shut out in the nets Murray defeated
that's
going for the
McCracken County 2-1, with Vezerski scoring
first time in nine years.
PARADISE VALLEY. Anz — The
twice, me game-winner coming late in the conmast(
league
baseball teams that make Arizona
Yet, Krzyzewski won't mock the Tar Heel program. He
test Andrus ,assisted once, and also had a
their spring
training home "aren't looking
stellar defensive game, helping Roberts net
for assurances"
his achievements with theirs, but he does say the impro won't compare
from their hosts, but
nine saves in goal
vement in Durham
rather for tangible
responses to their needs, commis
has benefitted both sides.
Vincent said The Seattle Mariner sioner Fay
PRO BASKETBALL
s and the city
"When you're competing against really good people,
of Tempe broke off negotia
you
tions on training
camp improvements for Diablo
Krzyzewski said. "I think it's helped me greatly. I think get better,"
The Houston Rockets are the NBA's hottest
Stadium Vinit helps Dean
cent
called
that
"a
team Want proofl Just ask the Chicag
very disturbing element," but
maintain his hunger, the fact that we're good."
o Bulls
said he will use "all the good
'Houston showed why they are the hottest team
offices I have" to
keep
the Manners from leaving
There was a time when Duke was in a basketball famin
in the league," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson sad
e,
ever. he said he wouldn't block Arizona Howatter the Rockets ended Chicago's home winning
the Mariners'
not
once, Krzyzewski said, did he hear from school officihowever. But
departu
re
The
Cleveland Indians already have
streak at 26 games with a 100-90 victory Monday
announced they will leave Tucson
speed up the winning to keep up with the neighbors from als trying to
night "They have Quickness, strengt
after next
h, rebound- spring If
Chapel Hill. In
the Manners also go, only six
ing and they play tough defense" The
his 25 meetings with Smith, Krzyzewski is 8-17.
teams
Rockets
will be training in the area.
extended their own winning streak to 12
Tempe
official
s
games
apparently plan to talk to the
"I've never considered it any pressure, with North
and are 15-1 in their last 16 We nave really
Calitornia Angels,
Carolina there, or
who train in Mesa, then play
matured as a team
their exhibition
when
We are winning games
N.C. State was doing it," Krzyzewski said. "Maybe that's
games
in Palm Springs, Calif
playing hard at the defensive end," coach
the best
Don
thing because then we're able to develop our own progr
Chaney said "If we play to our ability, we know
am instead of trywould create the turnovers, keep the score downit
ing - to copy somebody else."
OLYMPICS
and we would win" Houston forced 18 turnove
rs.
When Bubas left in 1969, North Carolina had just finis
Leading to 26 pointS, as the Bulls lost for only the
hed the third of
CAPE TOWN, South Africa — Delega
fourth time in 35 home games this season
its three-year run in Final Fours. The Tar Heels lost the
tes from
They
the
Interna
1968 title game to
hadn't been defeated at Chicago Stadium since
tional Olympic Committee said
that
a
UCLA and lost two consolation games.
President F.W. be
109-101 loss to Poniard on Dec 8.
Klerk of South Africa assured them
•In other NBA action, it was the Los Angele
Duke had been to the Final Four in 1966 after winni
all apartheid
s Laictaws would be scrapped by the end
ars 99, Sacramento 89, the Los Angeles
ng the ACC
championship. The Blue Devils lost to Kentucky
Klerk held more than an hour of of June De
106, Phoenix 94, Orlando 115, Golden Clippers
talks with the
State 106,
in the national semifiWashington 113, New Jersey 1061 Detroit 118, delegates, hoping to persua
nals, but cart'tal! third place with a victory over Utah
de them to support
Denver 94, and Ulan 109, Milwaukee
in the consolation
his nation's return to the Olympics Games
98
. The
game.
IOC Commission on Apartheid and Olympism
PRO HOCKEY
arrived Saturday to assess whether South AfriDuke struggled with mediocrity after Bubas stepped
down. North Carca's 1970 suspension should be lifted De Klerk
olina
made two more trips to the Final Four in the 1970s
BLOOMINGTON. Minn — Brett Hull scored
opened
Parliament in February by announcing
two
and won four
'tore goats Adam Oates had tour more assists
he would seek the repeal of remaining aparmore ACC titles under Smith.
But St Louis Blues coach Brian Sutter wanted
to theid laws, and it was expected this would be
The Blue Devils dropped below .500 in three of the next
spread the prase around It's not NS! Them,
it's done in the current parliamentary session IOC
seven
everytody." he said Monday after the Flues rallied delegates have no made a
they
were 13-13 in 1975 and 14-13 in 1977. Three coach seasons:
decisio
n
on
South
for a 5-4 victory over the Minnesota Nonh
es passed
Africa's
readmi
ssion
but were "reasonably optiStars
through Durham before Bill Foster arrived and rever
Everybody talks about them and deservedly so
mistic" about reaching some agreement by the
sed the slide.
Hull gels the puck arid makes things happen — time they leave Wednes
After hovering around .500, Foster took Duke to the champ
day
arid
Oates makes beautiful passes But we're playing
ionship
game in 1978, where the Blue Devils lost to Kentucky.
so great as a team now and rm lust very proud"
Duke
was
COL
upset in
LEG
E
St Louis has won four straight games, all on he
the opening round in 1979 and lost in the Mideast Regio
road As well as they're playing, however, they
nal
finals
in
DETRO
IT — The NCAA imposed penalties or
1980.
can't seem to =CI the Chicago Blacknawks,
who
lead them by two points in both the Norris Divisor, the University of Michigan's baseball program
Four
years would pass before Duke returned to the tourn
for violations including illegal cash paymen
and NHL overall standings.
ts
totaling $82,000 from the former coach to
then, however, Smith had something that the Blue Devil ament. By
Monday night's only other NHL game, Montrea
playl
s didn't — a
ers. Former coach Bud Mtddaugh, who coache
beat Hartford 3-2 in overt me
d
national championship. North Carolina State added to the
brie Wolvennes for 10 years, was forced
Duke
to
suffering
reSign July 14, 1989, by then-athletic director Bo
by winning its title the next year.
FOOTBALL
Schembechler following a joint investigation
by
Finally, in 1986, with Krzyzewski using players he broug
the university and the Big Ten. The NCAA
ht to Durham.
final
TORONTO — No're Dame star Raght -Rockreport said Middaugh arranged for or provide
he
won the ACC title. He got another title in 1988, beating North
d
et" Ismail has been offered a reported $6 milabout $82.000 to players from the sale of foot.
Carolina to get it. That postseason would mark the beginning of
ion, two-year contract by the Toronto
ball game programs, wages at baseball camp
Argothe run of Final
rtautS Of the Canadian Football League
and other resources The paymen
Fours, with 1987 the only shutout year.
ts were
included in grant-in-ad totals The discipli not
CINCINNATI — Cincinnati BengaS defensi
nary
ve
measures, imposed by the NCAA's Commit
back Lewis Billups reported to tail to serve
"If any program that hadn't reached the Final
tee
a
Four gets there, it's the
on Infractions, include prohibiting postseason
30-day sentence he received after pleadin
g
best
year ever," Krzyzewski said. "So now I find that
guilty last year to misdemeanor charges that ne
Play arid television coverage of games until the
we're compared to
1993 season, and the elimination of all
waved a gun at two undercover police officers
what we have to accomplish. But I think
that's
expense-paid recruiting visits
a
compliment.
Because Hamilton County's lall is overcr
owded,
'I don't think it adds any pressure. So, inste
Billups was not scheduled to report to serve
ad
of
sayin
his
g 'You can be
TRACK AND FEELD
sentence until July 17. But Sheriff Simon
as good as this other school or that other schoo
Les
l' I never hear that."
Jr agreed to Billups' reouest to move up
the
But Krzyzewski says he still hears about that "mon
MILTON. Mass — Max Truex,--one of
term in order ta avoid interfering with Billups'
reporting to the Bengals' training,camp
greatest distance runners who suffered
ging him about failing to win the national champ key," the one dogin
.
July 22.
recent years from severe Parkinson's diseas
ionship. Smith heard
BittupS laS arrested Jan 4, 1990, and pleade
e,
d
about it, too, until the Tar Heels beat Temple to
has died He was 55. The official
guilty to charges of aggravated menaci
cause of
get to Indianapolis.
ng and
death was riot immediately staled, said
improper handing Of a firearm
"I get one or two letters every year asking when am
his wife.
In a frofOr
Cathenne He died Sunday after taking a walk
vencie
I
to the Final Four. In '82, I said we may never get going to get back
-He ILAt seemed very tired all 'Mornin
g
back," Smith said.
appeared IO be seeping in the chair," his He
wile
And it's true. You have to be lucky and good.
said In the 1960 Olympics in Rome.
"
Trues ran
ehe lastest 10,000-meter race by any
At Duke, it may be luck. But it's turning into habit.
Arnett:an
in track history to that point
Now if only the Blue Devils could win a national champ
ionship ...

at
IN

•

NEW YORK — Mike Tyson
and
dock will meet in a June rematc Razor Rudh of their con.
traversal fight at the Mirage Hotel
as, promoter Don King announ in Las Vegced
The date
will be announced by King
Ruldoces
promoter. Murad Muhammad, atand
a news conference in New Orleans today
Tyson won a disputed victory March 18 when referee
Richard
Steele stopped the bout at 2 22
of the seventh
round following a flurry of
mer heavyweight champ punches by the forthat sent Puddock
Stumbling backwards Ruddock,
been knocked down twice, who earlier had
appeared only
slightly dazed and objected
bitterly to Steele's
decision. The controversial
outcom
e caused a
melee in the nng and Steele
had to be escorted
from the arena under heavy
security
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"See me for all your family insurance need

s."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Slate Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm
Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

NCAA Tournament
EAST REGIONAL
Regional Sernifinals
At Thig Meadowlands Arena
East RuthroHord, NJ
Fnday, March 22
Norm Carolina 93 Eastern Michigan 67
Temp.. 72 Oklahoma State 63 OT
Regionsi Chempionehr
Sunday, Marv, 24
At The Meadowlands Arens
Elgin Rutherford, NJ
North Cardona 75 TOMOS 72
• • • •

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Regional Semifinals
At Th. Chignon* Coliseum
Charlotte, NC
Thuredsy, March 21
Arkansas 93, AtaberNa 70
Kansas so. Indiana 85
Regional Championship
At The Charlotte Conseum
Charlotte, NC
Saturesy, March 23
Karsas 93 Arkansas 131
•.• •
MtOWEST REGIONAL
Regional Sonnfinsle
At The Silverclorne
Pontiac, Mich
Friday March 22
St John's 91. ONO State 74
Duke 81 Connecticut 67
Regional Championship
At The Silverdom•
Pontiac, Mich
Sunday, March 24
Duke 78 St Jonns 51
• • • •
WEST REGIONAL
Regional S.nnif,nial.
At The Kingdom.
Seam.
Thursday, March 21
Satan Hall 81, Arizona 77
UNLV $3, Utah 66

Regional Chempionehip
At Th. Kingdoms
Saturday,
UNLV 77 Swan Hall 65Parch 23
• • • •
THE FINAL FOUR
Al The Hoosier Dome
Indianapolis
Sernifinsis
Saturdey, March 30
North Caroona 120-5,1 es Kansas
126.71, 4 39 p
044 371'
.11 U4V 13401 30 mi-Lies
afinr
comp of tire:. gams
Champsonship
Monday,
I
Semifinal wmrnars 13 10 p April
m

NIT basketball
Second Round
Monday, March 18
Providence 85 West Viva 79
Oklahoma 89 Cinonnal 81 01
StantOrd 60 Wiscoriwn 72
Southern Ilinors 72 Southwest lAssoun Stale 69
Arkansas Stale
114emohe S•a•• 57
Colorado 83 1Vyorring 75
Tuesday, March HI
k4aSsac7usefts 78 Fortinarn 74
Siena Ft
Carokns 58
Ousrierlinals
Wednesday, March 20
cephoma
Prowl:hence 74
Thursday, March 21
Massachusetts 82 Siena 60 OT
Stanford 78 Scuthem Nino* 68
Colorado 81 AA Vial Star 75
Now York
Samefinols
Monday, March 23
Stanford 73 P4•54•CNter• 71
Okehone 98 Caroled° 78
Championship
Wedneedsy, March 27
Stanford I,9 131 .6 OkLanor
na (20-14
p
Third Place
Wadne•dey, Marti 27
AUSFICPX.S••• (2,
)171 ye C nlor ado 'la tri,
6 4'
m

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

LIORIDAi)
SALE

Stanford ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
- "Keefe started getting so much
heat that it allowed me to sneak in
there and score," said Vlahov, an
Australian who missed 11 games
prior to the NIT after having
surgery on his right ankle:
Vlahov, normally a 59 percent
free-throw shooter, made all 12 of
his attempts against Massachusetts.
"He worked on his freethrowing shooting during his layoff, and obviously it 'paid off,"
Montgomery said.
Massachusetts, which trailed by
as many as 16 points in the first
half, rallied to take a 59-58 lead
with 5:28 left in the game on a pair
of free throws by Harper Williams.
But Stanford quickly regained the
lead on a 3-pointer by John Patrick
and never trailed again.
"We never quit," said Massachusetts coach John Calipari. We
could have lost by 30, but we hung
in there and came up just short."
Williams led Massachusetts
(20-12) with 18'points, while Jim
McCoy had 16.
With Keefe leading the way,
Stanford increased its four-point
halftime-lead to 54-45 before Massachusetts rallied behind McCoy
and Tony Barbee, who scored 10
points before fouling out with 6:36,
remaining.

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

753-7283

WOLFF
TANNING
Gear up for summer

STORENNIDE

3 beds with 6.5

20%5101,0,

Tanning
Supplies
Available

ultra lamp
the strongest
bulb around
14 beds available

Extended hours

4 Visits

$8

7 Visits

$14

10 Visits

$20

1 Month

$35

THE SHARPEST STUFF...
THE BEST BRANDS...
...WHERE YOU'LL
FIND IT FIRST...

'flame of Alearroyi.;Mint bodies'

ORN AUSIN

By looking good.
ce
v`tn
970 Chestnut St.

•-•

OPEN UNTIL 8:00

Olympic Plaza

* Coming Soon - Generra Hypercolor
* Visit The Boys Prep Dept.

753-WOLF

10% Discount for MSU Students and
Senior Citizens
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EDUCATION
Free adult English
grammar, math
classes scheduled
for April 1 at MSU

DEJ
inune

Three

years
have. I
nye
episodi
bruisef.
muscle
mean?

- Free classes for adult students in
English grammar and general mathematics will be offered on !slondays
from 6 to9 p.m. for eight weeks in the
Adult Learning Center tALCI at \.;
as State University beginning .Chuck Guthrie. ALC director. .
anyone t6 years of age or older
enrolled in a public school
attend. Classes are limited to
students V.ho cannot attend dav classes because of employment or :hit.:
Cdr0 responsibilities.
He added that the classes .17:
nepful to -anyone preparing for tn..'
GED hih school certificate. ACT
examination or an •entrance test
',-).,:at;or,a; school. Adults
Sti)0:or ...71‘)Se v. ishinc to r.:‘•e•••,
bass.•
c.)7
Or :o- ;),:r.ora'
from. the ,%.isses
Sponsors o' :he ,
De;',171:71e7:-

DEA

Southwest Elementary third grade students raise their
flags in a recent patriotic assembly held at the school
.

Dr. Farmer discussed good dental habits and the
parts of
the teeth with third grade students at North
CalloYvay
Elementary. He also talked about why you need to
see the
dentist. Pictured front row. from left. are Kenny
Roach
Jesse Crass, I hack rii, from left) Brenda Steele, Jason.
Fortner, Brent Ahart and Jason Hargrove.

eases
lergic t
dif I icul
toe bod
.here is
the vani
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pus of tf
vet , m
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may ha'
other.
Of co
Thyroid
and per
mune di
• ittiated

Second graders from Robertson Elementary
pictured front
row, from left, are Ryan Cunningham. Alan
(lenient, isecond row, from left) Amy Richerson. Annisa
Harris, Mrs.
Joan Bowker,(back row, from left) Ron Talent,
ger for Calloway County arid Smokey the forest ranBear.
441

None
ally too
early

The I
-ire bell.

Sjogren'
diabete5.
glorneru
!nation).
gia, pot.
ti-sue d

\‘'•
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\1St: Speech Team
members participate_
in national tourney

During a recent study of the letter -a." Jerry Gorre
ll
Ricky Edwards brought the ambulance to Rober and
tson
Elementary and shared the ambulance.with the kinde
rgarten children. Pictured front row ikneeling,i is Jerry Gorre
ll
and Ricky 1-Avvards.

Jas4n_ McClure- -is -shown- presenting his project about
.Archimedes as Richard Hall assists him. Jason's project
was a culmination actOity of a unit on Greece in 7th grade
social studies at the Calloway County Middle School.

The M.irray State University
Speech Team competed in the
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
National Tournament the weekend
of March
S....dents from teams
across the nation competed in 10
events in an atternnt

ombina
toms ear
Most
(lirable
reatmer
•.ase invc
0.•rne syi
orednisoi

4

-Third graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary enjoyed
making a nutritious snack after studying the four food
groups. Pictured from ieft are Jeremy %Neber, Bethany
O'Rourke. 3tmy Trayis and Nichole oung.
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First place team and individual winners
at_th
Chess Tournament in Bowling Green recentlye
Robertson Elementary second graders Brand included
on Kellie,
left, and Joshua Frisk.
4>

"
'77=

Music is one language that is spoken and under
stood all
or thr world, story written by Claire Steven
s, "Everyday ‘ksic" Ea%e directions for constructing music
al
instruments. The students in DO Redicks class
at East
Calloway Elementary making.guitars. tymbals and
drums
were sitting Clint SteWart and Annette Anderson.
ing, .Ii-rem'. Carraway. Joshua Sanders..Racheal standGrogan
and ( hisiey Tnomas.

Richard Erskins was a guest speaker for Mary Jane Key's
social studies .las• at Calloway Middle. Erskins is a native•
of Northern Irelaii.d. and he spoke to the students about the
currency. culture, climate. economy. schools and gio ernment of hi,natke country. lie is employed at Aircraft Ser‘ices of \1urr,i
s a flight instructor.
•1

MSU's PRSSA
to host dinner
meeting tonight

Carter Elementary fourth graders -Bryan-I-Paw-Es Ttettl—
aiidJacob Mathis on fourth place at the Kentucky Regio
nal
Chess Team Tournament.

Student of thz: Week

.1-C 77

, ric d

_
\1S1: students.4-H
Relations
.7 2' •:_aact
St
askiK
A

-

7:.-.•

First graders in Martha Leers class at East
Calloway
Elementary enjoy listening to an oversized "Big
Book
titled -How Much Is a Million?" by Dayid Schwoartz. "
The
shared reading experience is followed up by individual
students reading a student-sized version of the same
title.
Several -Big Books" have been purchased throu
gh the
Chapter I Reading Program and are being share
d with
first grade and kindergarten classrooms. Pictured
from
left are Jim Hamblin, Kevin Troyer, Dustin Ladd.
David
Rogers,- Miranda Malml.or, Jennifer Oliver, Ali Jo
Musser, Jeanne P,raddy and Martha Leet.

The Calloway County High School Student _Counc
il
donated $50 to Need Line to purchase powdered milk. Pictured from left are Cathie Gentry. case worker, and, Betsy
Herndon. Student Coiincil President.

%dam Blalock. an eighth grader at.Murray
was named Student id the ‘t tek 1) ( entur Middle Nl
y
Radio on \larch 20. lilatotk is the son of Don21 and %% SIPBlalock of 1550 %%hippoorw ill !trice. Blaloc and Barbara
k is incohed in
football, basketball and weight lifting.
Adam is a %ery
hard making student. Ile is also polite to
eserpine and
cery dependable." Pictured from left
is cott I urner,
Adam Blalock, Diane Bikd of Century 21
and Pete Lancaster of ‘t s.JP-Radio.

Investment course
to be offered at MSU

.4.4±;4" •

i'tevit;
• I

Student of the Week

'Investment Opportunities in lodays Economy - Part IL" a non-credtt
community education course sponsored by Murray State University.
will be offered throughout the month
of April on the university campus.
The course will be held five consecutive Monday nights - April 1.8.15.
22 and 29 - from 7 to 9 p.m.
Conducted by Betty Boston of Murray. the course will center on understanding the mechanics of investing
and how investors look at financial
statements. More sophisticated techThe first grade at North Calloway Elementary has learned
niques such as options and buying on
place value counting and patterns through their calendar
margin will be discussed.
board. Each day has been marked for the number of days
The fee for the course is 525 per
they were in school. On the hundreth day, they celebrated
person or S40 per couple. For more
this special event by having a party. Pictured from left are
information, call 762-4159 or 1-S(X)Tommy Mills, Jeremy Waggoner, Amanda Stone and Jef669-7654 outside Calloway County. frey Boyle
.

As a prewriting actisity before composing first
drafts of
their pizza reminiscence papers for Ruth
Ann
Futrell's
Honors English 1, students made, baked
and ate pizza. Pictured from left are Michael Donato, Trice
Dunn and Brandon McCuiston.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrati
ve
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and
the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined In the approximate ratio of studen
ts
in each district. Please direct your questions and comme
nts
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2
893).

Jason Burkeen, a seventh grader at Calloway Count
y
Middle School, was named Student of the Week by Century 21 and WSJP-Radio. Burkeen is the daughter of
Terie Burkeen of C2 Southside Manor. Burkeen is a memb
er of the Young Historians Club, serves as an office aide
and
enjoys skating. "Jason is a cooperative and conscientiou
student. Very helpful." Pictured from left are Camel s
a
Ramey of Century 21, Francie
Jason Burkeen and
England of WSJP-RadioRay,Jobe.
th
715 S.
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DR
. GOTT
by Peter
Gott. M.D.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Sewing up a storm

DEAR DR GOTT Why are auto= mune diseases hard to diagnose'
Three doctors tell me it may take
years to pinpoint which one I might
have Lab work has revealed a positive rheumatoid factor. I experience
episodic low-grade fever, fatigue,
bruises, mouth ulcers, joint pain and
muscle weakness. What does all this By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
mean?
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
DEAR READER • Autoimmune disWhen Murrayan Faye Todd was
pases — when the body becomes allergic to its own normal tissue — are out of work this past fall, her
sondifficult to diagnose because many of in-law, Bill Speed
suggested that
toe body's organs may be affected and she put
her sewing talents to work
.here is considerable overlap between
the various autoimmune diseases. For and make uniforms for 12-inch
example, rheumatoid arthritis and lu- collectibles.
That idea has taken Todd's intripus often cause similar symptoms(fever. malaise, weakness and Joint cate uniforms nationwide, producpains), and patients with one disease ing attire for 12-inch
GI Joe
may have a positive blood test for an- action figur
es
for
custo
mers
from
other.
Pennsylvania, Texas, New York
Of course, this is not always true
Thyroiditis (thyroid inflammation) and California. "Bill was recently
and pernicious anemia are autoim- at a show where they told him my
mune diseases that are readily differ- uniforms were on display in collec. ,itiated by blood tests.
tor's booths in Arizona." Todd

Irr

Murray woman's talent
reaches across country

rtt
rs.

d

Nonetheless, medical tests are usu- said.
According to Speed. the GI Joe
ally too imprecise to diagnose many
early autoimmune diseases with doll was first introduced in 1964 as
,—rtainty.
a 12-inch bendable soldier with 21
The following additional diseases moving parts. The
face of the doll
.re believed to be due" to self-allergy: was compr
ised from photos of 20
irigren's syndrome, certain forms of
diabetes, pemphigoid, pemphigus, medal of honor winners in Februgl)rnerulonephritis (kidney inflam- ary 1964. "Joe took the New York
mation), Addison's disease, polymyal- Toy Fair by storm. He was sold in
gia, polymyositis, mixed connective the four branches of the service:
tv.sue disease, progressive systemic Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marsclerosis, autoimmune hemolytic ane- ines. This
toy earned Hasbro
mia, thrombocytopenic purpura and
almost S100.000,000 in five years,"
(;)odpasture's syndrome. These disSpeed
said.
eases affect virtually every organ in
"Joe got more first class mail in
t 1.e body. Thus, deciding which one(or
umbination) is the cause of symp- one week than an average person
toms can be a challenging task.
would receive in 14 years." Speed
Most autoimmune diseases are not said, "Then due
to the Vietnam
curable -- only controllable. So, War,
Hasbro had to diversify after
treatment of mild-to-moderate discase involves the use of drugs to over- five years, thus ending GA. Joe's
..'ome symptoms. Medicines, such as military series and his Golden Era.
ednisone and non-steroid anti-in- The Adventure Series began."
f;ammatory preparations. ordinarily
"I don't know' of anyone locally
r-lieve the pain, stiffness. malaise who collects
G.I Joe's. Bill got a
;,.c1 fever that accompany most autolisting of collectors he had dealt
imune disorders.
Extensive research is under way in with and mailed copies with drawany medical centers to define more ings of my work and pictures of the
• .early each syndrome of autoimmu- uniforms along with an order blank
-.•ty. to develop reliable tests for the that is how I got started," Todd
tflictions and to discover more spe- said, "I don't advertise
except
.-.fic treatments
through the collectors."
To give you mere information. I am
Todd uses the sewing machine,,
nding you a free copy of my Health
Hoport "Lupus The Great Imitator." she received from he husband - one
" 'her readers who would like a copy Christmas to fill 27 orders, with
lould send $1 25 with their names
some orders consisting of four and
• id addresses to PO. Box 91369.
.leyeland:OH 44101-3369 Be sure to f)ve uniforms each._
"Bill thinks up the designs and I
-iention the title

make the uniform according to his
drawings," Todd said, "He and my
daughter manage the business and I
do the production."
After researching literature and
drawings to insure authenticity, the
production begins. The average
price for the detailed, hand-crafted
figure uniforms is S100, complete
with accessories such as hats and
belts.
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Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
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Community Education Courses/Spring 1991
Sampler
,.....7
Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Two Saturdays: April 6 and April 13
9 a.m. - 12 p.m./1 p.m. -4 p.m.
Computer Teaching Lab, Business Bldg.,
Room 209N
$150.00/1.2 CEU
Other classes include:
History of the Jackson Purchase Before 186
0-April 16, 23, 30, and May 7.
Beginning PageMaker Desktop Publishing-May 20, 21, and 23.
Advanced phone registration is encouraged
and appreciated.
For information on these and other upcoming spri
ng non-credit courses
call Karen Guthrie at (502)762-2187.
,

Pictured above is the 12-inch collectible, 6.1. Joe wearing one of
the Desert Storm replica uniforms constructed by Murrayan,
Faye Todd.
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Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461
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FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL
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CATHY

753-1320

IS IT LooRsE TO MEET HIM iN
A RESTAURANT AND HAVE A
ROOMFUL Of TOTAL STRANGERS
STARING AT US DURING OUR
.
GETIiNG To Hr4ow VOLe MEAL..

Customer Service
Direct Line

OR 15 IT ktioRsE TO frIEET HIM 1 EMBARRASSM
ENT OR DEATH.
IN THE PR(vAcN OF FAH HOME
ALWAYS A TOUGH CALL, CATHY
AND HAVE A POTENTIAL PSYCHOPATH KNOW WHERE I LIVE ?

EVEN WHEN I KNOW WHO
Tm &CHO TO BE WITH,
THERE'S NO OMNI WA4
To MEET A MAN!!!

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

Gigantic Storewide Sale
Ladies Oynx &
Diamond Rings

Gent's Gold

Nugget Rings
Starting at
)
t..4
9
711
11$646
54°

Ladies Replica Gold

Panda Rings

Now $2950

Starting at

Panda Rings
Silver Mini Now $495

.:141of,

r,

Solid Gold Diamond Cut

Solid Gold Diamond Cut

Heart Ring

Dome Rings

Now

Gold Nugget or
Horse Shoe
Rings

_77$2600

•
•

_-e0,
;

Ladles Solid Gold
Kissing Ram or Dolphin

GARFIELD

Starting at

$1300

$
20
4°

Cluster Rings
Ruby &
Diamond

Solid Gold Diamond Cut

Rope Bracelet

Now

Starting at

Gold Bracelets
Starting at $1495

Now
$1300

•

PEANUTS

$3255

AND I FEEL THAT
NAVIN& A DO6 FOR
A FRIEND CAN MAKE
AN ORDINARY LIFE
!AUTIFUL LIFE

Layaway NOW For Mother's Day
, Graduation & Father's Day
While Selection Is Best.

14 Kt. Gold and Diamond Gallery

715 S. 12th St. (next door to Vern
on's)
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020

020
Notice

020

020

Notice

POSITION
AVAILABLE

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1391 Caorx
:ra:
526862mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
-Plus Tax. Title & License
48 Mo Closed End Lease

1991 MEDICARE
LNFORMATION

140
Help
Wanted

Want
To Buy

FEDERAL government is
hiring. $16 500 $62,000
per year Amazing recorded message reveals
details (901)642 1416

OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords. etc Ask for Larry
753-3633

Notice

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

060

240

Illeceihnowe

3 ROOMS of furniture re- CHRISTOPHER S
COINS 2 BAY garage on Hwy 94E
frigerator, Jinny Lind bed, is 5011 at Ox
Yoke Antiques Grease rack 759-1291
The Medicare CataAC,lots of mist 435-4358 (Hazel). Treasu
With
re House 4 CAR shop
Calloway
strophic Coverage Act
with office Call
ANTIQUE dining table four and Book Rack (Murray) 753 4509
Coun
has
ty
Boar
been
repeal
d
of
ed
Your
ALLIANCE
Also
mail-o
rder service
chairs Antique white
need haa never been
Education.
111•0•01.1 rk
USED and antique furni
greater for a comprehen
dresser chest with book- Send for free price list and OFFICE space for rent first
RN or LPN needed part
lure glass tools guilts
'Collection A' 15 different floor National Hotel Lease
sne Medicare Supple
Inventory,
case 753 9756
maintetime (approx 24 32hrs per
ment plan Deductibles.
901-642 6290
U S coins, 'Collections B • agreement includes utilities
025
wk)
nance & purchasing
for
home
in
private
co-insurance and "nonap21 different foreign coins, and office maintenance
Pediat
WANT
duty
ric
to
buy
case
in
1
to
analyst. Applications
preAed - charges can
5 acres
$695 each $1295 both
753-0762
Personals
Paris Tn Excellent pay near Murray Prefer to have ONE Simmons hide a bed,
cause your out-uf pocket
accepted until March
one traditional sofa two Post-paid 2-wk satisfac
expenses to mount up
includ
water and septic Will coning weekend difte
ATTRACTIVE white male
recliners
28th at Calloway
753-6118, ton guaranteed Free gift
The Part A deductible
5 10- tall-1701bs Light rental For more informa- sider owner firarcing
with every inquiry Christotin
436-5810
you,
or
your
insuran
County Board of Educe'
1-800-334-1203
753-1
tion
call
901-6
905
64-57
09
brown hair, blue eyes athpher's Coins 1605 West
must pay has been in
Wont
EOE
cation Office, 2110
lete educated excellent
Main, Murray Kentucky
creased to $628 in 1991
To Bent
1 5
MATHIS
?ob. beautiful home Am SALES clerk needed Typ
College Farm Road
For more in fumed tao n
42071 We buy coins and
WANT to rent - 3 or 4
TRANSMISSION
call
searching for that 'special mg cash register experi
appraise estates
Antiqu
es
753-3033
bedroom house June 1
Specializing
someone to walk hand in- ence Hours flexible Rein
753-4161
Articles
McCon
nell
Call-collect 414 332 3664
front wheel drive.
hand with into the sunset spond to PO Box 10400
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
For Sale
Insurance Agency
TANNING beds for sale
overdrive, foreign
and live happily thereafter
Wanted any size or condi
$$$$$The Factory Outwit at
Murray Ky 42071
1 511 AC disc harrow dual ton Call
Wolff and others New and
7534199
& domestic. 12
On yeah, this is for reall
1 800 443 7740
Mary Nell Ind 'Vincent s• is
.
0,11• 29th year of ei.r•icie
neeis excellent condi
used Sale service and
months or 12xxx
320
Phone 0 and photo with
now Open Hrs Tues-Sat
Von 492-8425
supplies Financing availmile warranty.
•
reply to Dan 5835 E Avon
Apartments
170
lOarn - 5pm Come visit us
I •OtN "400 s300
able Suntanning Unlimited
624 N. 4th
St Inverness, Fl 32652
For Rent
for great fashions at great
Vacuu
FULL
2
m
length
prom
dres
Or More Per Week.
753-9274
Murray. Ky.
savings $$$ on 9th & Water
Cleaners
ses 1 black peach 1 fus
No spe-rmerwe Ncesssare
BR apartment furnished
753-6374
St Mayfield Ky
itt,ry,red
chia 753 2309
WOODEN storage build- dose to university
and hosGENERATION III vacuum
PAN
ings
8)(16' starts at $1095, pital Some utilities paid
ed•t
.
3 , QUINCEY compressor with shampooer by Kirby
10.16 $142450, 12x24' Call 753 8756 or 753-4
544
...
•
012
Under warranty $700
commercial
$500
Cr•ee•
$2395 Other sizes availWabbits!
LOST 7mo old male black
753-9475
753-0062"753 9714
2BR
1
bath
duplex
in
NorthCall 753-1916
able
Aortae
Portab
le Buildwhite cat Very friendly If TENNESSEE State Horne
wood $2135,mo 2br 2 bath
Wabbits!
ings 502 247-7831
WILLIAMS pool
Health Services currently 7 ; x3lfound call 753 5018
duplex All appliances furntaking applications for table 1 solid slate top
ished $350'mo 759-4406
Farm
RNs Apply at Tennessee 753-0405 days 753-7266
after
6pm
Equipm
Busine
ent
ss
State Home Health Se,
2BR 2 bath duplex ApServices
vices Watson Bldg E
pliances furnished with
ATTENTION Investors 87 49 CUB Farmal tractor with
Spring St Dover In
belly mower $2300 PRIVATE Investigator microwave 1008A Northmarquise diamond natural
•BONUS INCOME -91- 37058
Easter Special
call fancy pink $14 950 Seri
o•
753 0062 753 9714
D B A Confidential Investi- wood Dr No pets Now
Lawn Maintenance
Dark air-cured. Earn $200-$500 weerdy 1-800-727-1049 o• :us
available $450•mo
Coconut Bunny Cake
,nquiri
gation
es
ono
s Southside Shopby ap
mailing Easter cards and 615-232-5050
Division
FORD 2000 new rubber
753-2905
pDini`r
rien!
753
In
ping
dark fire-cured
Center. Suite #102,
$7.99 ea.
gifts For more information
good hydraulic excellent
Specializing
a
Jewelry
mar'
s
,
Murray
753-2
TEN
641
part
time
peopl
e
anc what do
condition
or burley base. send a stamped addressed neede
$3150
phases of lawn
d 1st five to quaety BROKEN engagement
envelope to T&J's cards
753-1788
like most'
bar
care maintenance
will
receiv
e tree gift Call gain , Get a rea deal
Please Call
and gifts. P 0 Box 430780
SHARP copiers Author
on a
Avon 753-0171
Carrot Cake
For Free Estimates
South Miami, FL 33143
ales otamonc engage
ized dealer for sales ser- 2BR duplex in Northwood
492
-8566
-•-•'! $999 ea
ment and wedding ring set
vice supplies parts and Appliances furnished
Call Today
CAPTAIN Ds needs part WAITRESS- experience a
rental units Local com- $285,mo 759 4406
after 5 p.m.
must day shift Apply in Ca Y 753 3913
502-759-4512
time workers for day shift
pany Call 1 800-248 4319
Apply in person Chestnut person Mon Fr- Home
EASTER Sale 25co off on
SOLOFLEX exercise ma
2BR energy efficient duplace 1906 Cg,dwater Rd
Hills Shopping Center
13 --Doses 10O, oh on del
WANT
chine Excellent condition
a taster refund' plex New paint, extra
Murray
ture Discounts good
Why pay more, for elec
1 year old $600 759-9931
clean Central HA. apTHE FAR SIDE
COOK full time 40hrs per
By GARY LARSON
the Month of March Wood
Ironic filing'? Our prices pliances Available now
week Must have experi- WENDY'S now hiring for
N Crafts Cuba Road May
start at $20001 Call Hodge
Coleman RE 753-9898
ence Good working condi- daytime positions Must be
Noel and Associates the
available to work between Teo,' Ky 247 5936
tions Pleasant atmo
income tax professionals at 3BR duplex 753-9400,
noes of 7am 4pm includ- FORMAL
'sphere Apply in person
dress size '4 teal
435-4214
753-6069 or 759-1425
ing
weeKe
Apply
nds
in
per
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
oroe tea length VS D''son
Mon
A BRAND new brick du1111
Sat
2 5pm
Stadium View Dr EOE
once 753 6840
Chestnut St Morray
270
plex 2br arc gas heat, all
EXPERIENCED grill cook
MART , N 'louses 6 r,:•:^'
appliances
Mobile
No pets
toll time $5r depending
$2699 '2 room $39 99 18
753-7688 or 759-4703
Homes For Sale
on qualifications Apply in
•oorri $57 99 24 room
nights
10.45 MOBILE home Re
person Majestic Royale
569 99 Telescopmg pole
Par 3 Golf Course
ngerat
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
or stove air coed
day inn Murray Ky
extends to 15ft $3499
$1000 Great home for the heat•air
Golf Carts
BABYSITTING in Murray Wa1len -ardvvare
Appliances
Down
lake 753-0530
FULL time summer sitter home Experienced mother
Ridgewood $300erno
town Pa' s Open a' riay
Lighte
d
for 61r olo in South West loves Kids $35wk fuj
753-8096 or 753-2633
12x65 2br with double lot
Driving Range
school district References time St hr part time Furn
474-0124
FURNISHED apartments
requirtcl
435-4273 ivied snacks and meals
Miniature Golf
efficiency 1&2 bedroom
M11.1.10‘..k_i4444
-1470 1986 BREEZEW A'eCert-all .4r
.
car 1367
and sleeping rooms Also
LION NIKES PA(;.
00D 2br 2 bath 2 decks
Softball &
LOVING energetic crea- toe "59-496"
renting for May ZimmerHI litN•s
Is
BAcK
satelli
te
dish nicely land- man
Baseball
tive person to care for 1 &
Apts S isin St
‘11KRAY. Charlie's
soape
d on lakevew lot tre
51r old boys. 35nrs per
753-6609
Batting Cages
Safe I Pharrnilic
Panorama Shores.
figN
wk
Prefer one year
Lessons By
436-2672 after 6pm
LAKEFRONT efficiency
NEW 611 steel insulated
contract, beginning Jone
Appointmentapartment in Panorama
ereeor pato coor 15 ight
1991 New- Engiand Village
1470 28R 2 full baths
(allOSal
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Shores Appliances furngod $150 less cost
near beach and university
Fully equipped kitchen
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
ished Years lease depoFamily iife style Prefer reO54 6517
Beame
d ceiling with fan
Velvet Jon..
sit references required No
tiree homemaker or yOung
UtTity room Curtains and
ORDER Me spa designed
pets 436-24-84
753-11
52
adult Childcare Of parental
mini-b
linds
Underp
inning
Cifor you Murray Hot Tubs
qualifications required lo
MURR
includ
AY,
KY.
ed
Must
see
LARG
to ap
E 2br 2 bath central
1,5 S '3th St
Am., a ikzia
quines to PO Bcx 322 Ben EC••••• ..)••••,
predate 753-0079 or HrA washer'dryer hookht It Tx Wm
tor Ky 42025
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
‘!•.: 436.40
• •ne 41!
436-5464
up Appliances and water
"as reavy duty 0.
furnished No pets No
MT or ML" 3 '
1 shift nc
14x70
2br
2
full
baths
barrios, for sae Good for
lease Deposit and referweekends Competitive "WIL keep and care for a
Good condition Furnished
lacy or husband and vele '- trasr burn n; $6 DC each
Saving on transportation costs some pioneers were
salary Compettrve bene
Day 498 8911 evenings ences required $295/mo
753-3949
tits Parkway Regional my home in Hazel Exper- PROM dress Sapphire
known to head west on covered skate
492-8297
210
s
ienced and good refer
Hospital Fulton Ky Con
oe eroe a. th lots of lace.
1988 1480 PACER mobile NEW
tact Martha Vowell Laborat erices 492 8510
'co, iength Sze 12 $75
1000sq ft apartment
Firewood
home 3br 2 bath new con- Gas
ory
435 4-542
Manager MAC'S Errand Service ot
heatlow utilities Near
dition
Availa
ble furnished college
FIREWOOD for stove and
502-472 2522
Extra nice
fers housesittng grocery. SEOUN dresse
s for sale
furnace Seasoned and or unfurnished Assume $395,mo 753-8828
!
13 IMME0ATE OPEN- shopping postal and taro
753- 986€
payme
nts
at
$276
,mo
green
wood
Cut to your orINGS' NEED a job' A ing needs etc 753-963:
NEW 2br duplex Ap759 4121 after 4pm
der 753-9808 474-8086
SUNTAN 000th 75,3 3488
GED? Hope to' the future? Mon Fr 8 5 References
pliances energy efficient
1988
14x80
CLAYTON mo
A FIREWOOD for sale
You may quat •f 'You co STARV NG colleg
owner occupied 1821
ACROSS
e student TANDY 7,2 1000 compuAnswer to Previous Puzzle
bile home 3br 2 bath on Ridgewood
437-4667
not have yo u• CEO- or higt-, needs yards
ter w,t modem printer all
Dr 753-7457
to
mow
Best
35 Sodium
nice lot 3rni east of Mur_
Chinese
school diploTa 'You are oot at- cheap
accessores,_ 436-2025
est • peoe
WOOD for sale 753 9745 ray 753-0218 or
driionde •
oageda
753-5592 TAKING applications for
between the ages of 16 & 75.- 5986
39 That thing
section 8 rent subsidized
Too_ERS Front Tine 5np
Presie.
LEA
21 We are a- EOE This
1991 1450 2br 1 bath
40 Coroner
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed6 Wearied t.
8i,ggs and Stratton engine
project is 4.- oed by the I. . do house cleaning
L
Total electric WD hookup
abbr
oiness
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
chain drive $299 99 rear
Western Ke- took/ Private R0000nces availabie Al
41 Swell of the
112 C
underpinned Located Rivi- Hardin
•• 1 Disregard
1O.
F"
,=• E
toe
Ky
tiiers
forwar
3
or call
+.-••
d
speed
guar
s
Indust
ante
ry
ec
Codoc
e JTP A
sea
era Cts Lot 7 389 0141
willfully
ROPE
ELKS
502 437-4113 EHO
aria reverse 5hp $649 99.
SE - R_ 4 169
Call J TPA 0,,1 Of School
43 Verdi opera
6f1 344 BALDWIN grand
'3 Beautifo
-K•M U-S E
8hp $749 99 Wallen HardLEAF
SE
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
45 Nightmare
piano Ebony completely 24tt PERRY travel trailer
young malie to sit w if e
ware Downtown Paris
PQT
Street
8a m -11 30a m
T
DIE
restor
15 Nickel
ed $8400 Very nice self-contained skirted in
"...ay or night Ca"! O
Open all clay Saturdays
sulated, underpinned Ex
47 Certain
FR
symbol
437-4432
YARD
LEASH
4
"-•
2386
5pre
after
PARTTIME
service static,"
Asians
celient condition, brick pa
16 Pleats
TOSH
IBA
-LED
NAI
copier
L
model
L
U-T
attend
.E
ant Rep y to PO
50 River in
tic privacy fence See at
18 Shosnonear
couple with By' ODD 3110 Low use of co
-A-GRA
Box 1393 ,
DREW
0 --ay Ky
Siberia
TE_MI
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
Indians
:
o desires to relocate pies 751701'
28R house for rent Newly
42071
52 Gull-like
19 Also
R EEDO M
•- -s area Interested r
A U
remodeled
No pets
tord
24x60
ALL
American 3br 2
2' Feeble
WATER heaters round
-PEPAR
care and estate care
GRINDSRECEPTION ST
assis
53 Co'
bath only $13,900 with tree $285,mo plus deposit
22 Tellurium
electri
HP
c
ciouole
pump
heatin
for
-g
g
/
Hones
eledeep
t
depend
tent for doctors office Must
well
56 Speechless
symbol
delivery at Gateway Mobile $385 753-6633
ments Syr glass lined
$100 436-5005
have basic oerical sk.11s aoe reel references Tern
58 Uncanny
23 Strikes out
Homes 527-1427
tanks
3BR house Central gas
30
or 40gal
and excellent persona .j porary live in is a possibT
60 UK Princess
26 Reiner or
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
753-9826
iry Please ca .l collect $14999 50ga, $15999
Weddi
foodea
ng
ling
CLAY
61
v
TON
people
tr
1991
Ex
14 wide
6 Field goals
Lowe
lcu tt bag only $1 50 ea
Waller) Hardware Down
'
>race
205
882-6
atteno
913
perien
ants
lots
ce
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Move
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5 Martinique
4prn or weekends
HOME based business
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assume responsibility for European skin care No de10 -- Hard
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needs
17 Tropical
daytime 753-8201 Ask for
82 Supplies
site Apartment furnished 707-876 1834
Wide selection of parts and order
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fruit
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accessories Available to
Saddles and other tack
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MOWER blades Over 400
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road Ave Murray Ky
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g60

Pegs Dog Grooming
753 2915

•

3 LOTS on Kentucky Lake 2
minutes from boat dock 1
large lakefront lot on main
channel 489-2455

Call
first
ase
ties

LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months, $100
a month for 30 months No
Int
. 753-4060 or
474-8826

7',4 ACRES with storage
shed located on 464 near
Shiloh Call 753-8691 after
5pm
FOR LEASE 3000sq ft of
retail space Bel Air Center,
corner location Call
753-4751 8am 5pm

SHERWOOD Forest wooded site, city water,
sewer, gas Bob Perrin RE.
759-1881. evenings
753-3509

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
hed
los
aid
)12
irth5.ath
urn106
ApN Ith

Vow

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 489-2161
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Estate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086,or Dan
Miller 435-4144

T10

iart

ood
ed
du
xtra
ap
low
3

1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr
Nort
se
rove
rray City
water available 753-5200
3 ACRES, wooded lot on
Butterworth Rd 435-4263

Farms
For Sale
75 ACRES with 14 wide
mobile home Well water
large stock barn and ponds
$75,000 53 acres $35000
753-3625

2BR with appliances coiling fan, carport, fenced
yard outbuikiing Priced in
$20's
Coleman RE
753-9898

NEW carpet, linoleum,
paint 1991 38R, 2 bath
brick in city Bob Perrin RE
759-1881. evenings
753-3509
SPACIOUS 3br house
Central H/A, carport &
shop Ready to be occupied Great for first time owners or retired couple
$26,000 Must see to appreciate Financing available Call after 5pm
492-8595
SPOTLESS, like new home
in Martin Heights subdivision Features custom
drapes fireplace and quality throughout 3br, 2 bath
livingroom, plus family and
utility 590's MLS 1772
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

iiril'llii,[431111

THE view of the lake from
this waterfront home is gorgeous Brick be-level, den
with fireplace 2 bedroom 2
bath, patio/deck and excel
lent boat dock Nicely landscaped
MLS 1901
753-1222 Kopperud
Realty

j. All

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
•A.11

Repairs Are Guaranteed

TRAILER house and cottage on 5 lots in Crappie
Hollow Well and septic
storage shed $17,000
Good rental property
436-5005

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath.
covered deck 354-6006

ant
ear
:e

1pint,
21
17

for
ed

ts
Ill

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot
489-2126
Nights 489-2387

PACESETTER!
Charm & livability make this Canterbury home the choice
for family living Abundant family areas including a new
greatroom, updated pickled oak iutchen cabinets, & practical bwIt-in study areas in 2 BRa $118,000 NILS 2990

tral
okiter
No
lerno

3BR 2 bath brick on /1 acre
lot 2 miles east of Murray
759-1751

1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Garage,2 blocks from university Mid $40's 753-1404
753-6128

duall
ats
703

ncy
ima
Jrn•poNo

3BR 171 bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

10 ACRES vnth a 20x20
A-frame house and 20x30
store building Near the water on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759-1949
354-8416

•

nts
>Gm
41so
nerSt

2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University 753-3293

NEAT and clean, sharp
home 3br brick on
14 acres Separate brick
workshop Central H/C
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881,
evenings 753-3509

4S11

100.

gas
es

Service*
Meryl

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

LOTS tor sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800, 759-4577.

YOU'LL love the spaciousness of this newly built
home in western Calloway
County Large kitchen
great room master bedroom and spectacular rnas
ter bath will win you over
$105,000 MLS 2787 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

c,
FOR SALE BY OWNER - PRICE REDUCED
3 Bedroom, 1 3/. Baths - Elec. Heat Pump
Appliances, Like New - 14'x16 Patio Deck - 18'
Octagon Gazebo - Large Outdoor Hot Tub - Plus
1 Bedroom Apartment, Additonal Income. 3,000
sq. ft. Under Roof. Corner Lot in City Limits
.

1981 550 YAMAHA 4 cylinder Excellent condition
$800 753-00621753-9714

Reopening for the
Season April 1

g80
Auto
Services

S -n- S POOLS
Hwy. 121, Stella • 753-9925

is

NEW and used bres Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Above And In Ground
Service
Decks
Supplies
Patios

1)r

John Smith
(502) 382-2733

1113

Auto
Pans

1982 2.8 liter engine Excellent condition
753-9808

Paul Smith
(502) 489-2156

•190
Used
Cars

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
,'our home. If you decide tizi buy a
. policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

1986 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic Brougham,
excellent condition, dean,
Michelin tires, fully loaded
$5600 753-7903 after
51)m
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
4 door automatic Power
steering voshape
See a
ld
16th zpv
ui $1595
Cal. ,3-3-2079 or 759-1559
anytime

1923 T Roadster street rod
Good father/son project
$
1
4
0
0
753-0062/753-9714
1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition, 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9806
1979 CHEVETTE Good
transportation $550
759-9711
1979 MONTE Carlo Good
condition $1000 1981
Dodge Veranda $1200 Call
527-9959
1979 VOLVO 2420L, 4
speed, blue, runs great
436-2174 evenings
1980 TOYOTA 2 door
Blue, 5 speed, runs very
good $800 or trade 1981
Olds Cutlass Brougham 2
door Silver all power
Chevy engine $1150 or
trade 753-8165 if 6pm
1983 FORD Fairmont good
condition 759-9564 after
50171

PAGE 13
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A clean house is a caring
house Invest your extra
money not your valuable
time, on a neat appearance
for family and friends For
more information call day or
night 759-4777
CARPENTRY, commercial
and residential work Remodeling, additions, decks,
fences Fast quality ser
vice Call 759-1424 after
5farTI
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5 APPLIANCE REPAIRS
speed 49,000 miles
Factory trained by 3 major
$4200
manufacturers Most parts
573-8269
762-3106
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
Ask for Andy at The Apdoor sedan Excellent conpliance Works 753-2455
dition Low mileage Will
sell for payoff Call Mike APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
753-3311 after 5pm
Whirlpool 30 years expen1990 GEO Prizm Factory
ence Bobby Hopper,
warranty Sell for payoff
436-5848
After 5pm, 753-8099
BACKI-K)E Service - ROY
CAR Stereo Installation
HILL Junior Thorn. opera753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
tor 30 years experience
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Septic system, drive-ways,
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
hauling,
Center, I block from MSI.: 759-46 foundations, etc
64
dorms.
BLOCK brick, concrete finMUST sell' 1981 Tornado 2 ishing
Basements footdoor All electric leather ings,
garages drives
seals $1000 492-8384
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of satisfied customers in
1977 DODGE Van fully the building and repair of boar
customized Call 753-4013 docks, rails and lifts. All work
after 4pm
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers. Former owner of
1986 FORD Aerostar cusTwin Lakes Mooring. Call
tom van V-6 like new High
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
miles $5000 753-9577
354-8695 before 8arn or after
5pm for free esumates.

vans

1970 CHEVROLET SWB
pickup $1650 Call after
5pm, 492-8836
1981.4._CHEVROLET 5-10
Top n 5 speed red excellent condition Low mileage $8000 753-7102
510
Campers
1976 SIERRA Soon] 15tt
Air, stove, refrigerator,
awning, bath $12500B0
489-2841 after 5pm
1979 JAYCO camper 35ft
5th wheel New carpet, very
good condition Extra
clean $6000 OBO
489-2744 daytime,
489-2196 after 4pm

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhdgging
436-5430
BUILDER, new homes
garages, additions remodeling framing decks patios, solar green houses,
pole' barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams,
753-0563 after 5pm

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

*

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Senice
Get Your Horne
Ready For Spring!

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
floor Repair, Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carport
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand, dirt, drrve
way rock 753-4545
753-6763. 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

Best Prices
*Quality Results*

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12.1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
753-7032

WILL break and disc gardens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

WILL mow yards Free esti
mates 436-5269

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W000WORKIN0

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRA
753 YIrc
594
Bunny E3,63a2

Classified Ad
Sale!

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING, landscaping
and tree work All odd jobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254
753-2869

March Only

MR Chimney. Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

FREE

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential,commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days tree.

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
./ Ads must run three consecutive days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

-Junior Thorn,
Operator
Yeurg Experience
spet Winne in Septic
I olio. Sows. Foundations. Haulin2.

Take Advantage
1.•
Of This
Sale and
SAVE!

(502) 759-4664
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging, wallcoverings, furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

4* .
—

Call

753-1916

RILEY'S HOME 11•
PROYEMENTS Back from
Hurricane Hugo_ Roofing our
specialty. 10% discount to
senior citizens Phone
489-2693.

to place your ad.

EXPERIENCED and dependable family business
needs yards to mow in Murray area 437-4171

1987 POLARKRAFT aluminum boat, 18ft. 1986 FENCE sales at Sears
75hp Mercury motor with now Call Sears 753-2310
power trim, trolling motor, for free estimate for your
fish finders, trailer, and boat needs
cover Pnced to sell Call GENERAL office and
753-3720
house cleaning Refer1988 CHEETAH runabout ences required 753-4897
lett 165hp I/O $8000 GENERAL Repair plumbDays 753-7688,nights ing, roofing tree work
759-4703
436-2642
19ft GLASTRON ski boat GUTTERING By
Sears
Lass than 40hrs of use Sears residential and comExcellent condition $8000 mercial continuous
gutters
753-3332
installed for your specifica22tt SAIL boat with 5 sails, tions Call Sears 753-2310
Honda motor, sleeps 4 for free estimate
753-4917
G W CONSTRUCTION.
40HP Johnson motor, 14ft Gerald Walters roofing,
fiberglas boat with trailer painting, vinyl siding, all
Complete $500 753-1220 kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
16ttir6ft inside '4 in bot- HADAWAY Construction
tom $1000 502-442-2155 Home remodeling, painting wallpaper carpentry,
floor covering No job too
can
small 753-4251
Services
Offered
HARDIN Painting ResiAlA T ENTERPRISE Exc dential or commercial ReDozer, beckhoe, trucks Le- ferences on request For
vies, roads, driveways, free estimate call 437-4221
parking lots, septic tanks, or 354-8985 20 years
foundations, basements, experience
gravel, dirt, and etc HAULING. yard work,
tree
753-0577
removal, mowing Free es
Al TREE Service Stump timates 759-1683
removal, spraying, hauling. INSULATION Blown In
By
yard work and mowing Sears TVA appro
ved
Free estimates 753-0906 Save on those high heating
after 5pm, 759-9816, and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-0495
753-2310 for free estimate

•

We do work 2 days in advance to
better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m
Yard sales do have to be paid in advanc . on Saturday.
e and are $7.50
per day.

•

,
.

For assistance call, 753-1916 or com
e by
Mirrray

Ledger & Times classified department
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Now that we are entering our "garag
want you to be informed on our polie sale season." we
cies.
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WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

WANTED lawns to mow
Call Laura 753-1836

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks arid brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair arid Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

JOE's Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming fertilizing and rolling 345-2312
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

Backhoe Service

CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

LICENSED for electric,
gas. refngerabon Installation and repair Free estimates, 753-7203

14ft SEMI-V aluminum
boat with good trailer 7 Shp
motor (checked and tunedup Dec 1990 ) $525
753-9818

-

Services
Offered

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roots and repairs Tear offs
and re-roots Wntban guarantee Local references
753-5812

14ft CHEROKEE alumi
num fishing boat with car
pet and seats 1984 John
son 30hp nice trailer
436-5810

1.

• •••.11

Roy Hill

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

34' AIRSTREAM trailer
1000 Excella pkg Excellent
condition 753-7866

*ejt
"•

•

FAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonab
rates 753-6844

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Wjpams 489-2663

1988 32ft INTERNATIONAL travel trailer
Barely used, like new
$8500
753-4389,
753-5960

r

_

Servkes
Offered

1987 CHEVROLET Sprint
45mpg, AM/FM cassette, ANY remodeling building,
30,000 miles. runs great, painting & roofing Free esred, 2-door $3500 OBO timates References
Call 762-6780
435-4632

Boats
1 Motors

.170

Motorcycles

'IY
s

1985 CHEVROLET Caprice station wagon
Loaded with options Great
for larger families Priced to
sell 436-2482

520

Phone 753-4873
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Southern Baptist dominates in debating competition

OBITUARIES
t.„

Homer Fred Williams
Homer Fred Williams. 72, Rt. 2,
Murray, died Monday at 5:02 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A /eteran of World War II, he
was a member of Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 17, 1918, in Calloway'
County, he was the son of the late
Will Williams and Nellis Theobald
Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Frances Arnett Williams; two sons.
Donald Fred Williams and wife,
Becky. Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Harold
Williams and wife, Teresa. Rt. 2,
Murray; two grandsons, Jacob Williams, Mayhfield, and Jordan Wil-

•
•

•

Lyman Dixon

hams, Rt. 2, Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters.
Mrs. Josephine Robinson and husband. JD., Diuguid Drive. Murray.
and Mrs. June Hopkins and husband, Paul, Rt. 2. Murray; two
brothers, Buddy Williams and wife.
Nelda, Woodbridge. Va.. and Billy
Williams and wife, Betty. Rt. 2,
Murray.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Kendrick Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Lyman Dixon, 70, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died today at 12:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His death followed an extended
illness.
An Army veteran of World War
he was a retired milk truck driver and farmer.
Born June 3. 1920, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Hae
ry y Dixon and Essie Kirkland
Dixon.
He was preceded in death by one

Mrs. Laura
K. Robertson
Final Rites for Mrs. Laura K.
Robertson were Monday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Hughart and Beard
Funeral Home. Hop-kinsville.
Burial was in Powell Cemetery
at Lafayette.
The family requested .•that
expr..ss:ons of sympathy take the
: 77
donations to Sharon CumPresbyterian Church.
Mrs. Robertson. 78, Bennettown.
...cd Friday at 8:50 p.m. at Brookfield Manor Nursing Home.
Hopkinsville.
SLtvivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Nancy Robertson Lake. Hopkinsville. two sons. Jim Robertson.
Hopkinsville. and Bill Robertson.
Murray. six grandchildren. nine
great-grand:

Delbert K. Rogers, 83, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, died Monday at 12:10
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired farmer.
Horn Sept. 9, 1907. in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Melvie Rogers and Eva Byrd
Rogers.
He is survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Myra Summerville Grandisher. Murray; two sons. Melvie
(Skip) Rogers. Murray. and Delbert
Wayne Rogers. Jacksonville, N.C.:

ville, Tenn. Her husband. John
Macon .Brogdon.- died April 3.
1978. one son. Macon Brogdon.
died 1974% and two brothers also
preceded her in death.
Survivors are eight daughters.
Mrs. Pat Boyd. Puryear. Tenn..
Mrs. Geraldine Harrison. Mrs.
Sandra Bullens and Mrs. Candy
Morgan. Hendersonville. Mrs. Betty Brumbaugh and Mrs. Bonnie
Collins. St. Louis. Mo.. Mrs Alice
Reasoner. Joeiton. Tenn.. and Mrs.
Johnnie Willism Murfreesboro.
Tenn.: three sons.. Ewood Brogdn. Puryear. Larry Brogdon.
Nashville. Tenn.. and Joe Brogdon.
Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Also s,irviving are three isters.
Mrs. Katherine Burkett, !xlurray.
Mrs. Ruth Scales. Cape Girardeau.
Mo..
Mrs. Mae Hutchins.
t'4," 'mothers. Cassie
Nichols. Cape

scrvi74 as
v.:Ii
1Cc

a: '3 p.m.
Mort,Grandsons are
ar:1. h:riZ

•

Lodh-etter
Mr. D0•07.. 4:.
al 6 a.m. in a truck
Livingston .Cc,.."-ity
iirc.; one
7..
F..,
Doom. Lake
$.C.. Do07.

•

c7
-.,..--1

:•,'
••

IWO sisters. Mrs. LaNeva Payne,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Iva Dell Ward.
Lowest two brothers, Neal Rogers,
Viola. and Verol Rogers. Mayfield;
nine grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial
will follow in Trinity United
Methodist Church Certittery.
Friends may' call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today' (Tuesday).

Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
* SHOP & Compare Our
Quality & Prices

* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Palmer. 77. died Saturday at
6:45 a.m. at his home on Rt. 2.
Murray.

U.S. 641 North

Murray, KY

759-1333

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jessie Lockhart Palmer; one son,
Edward Palmer and wife, Linda.
RL 2, Murray; one sister. Miss
Christelle Palmer. Murray; two
brothers, Lowell Palmer and wife.
Dixie. and Hugh Palmer and wife.
Imogene. Rt. 1. Kirksey; three
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren: two stepgreatgrandchildren.
6

Mayfield. died Friday at his home.

Charles Jenkins

Survivors include one daughter.
Patti Oliver, Fort Gordon, Ga.; four
sons, R.V. Oliver Jr., Murray, and
Rodney. Royce and Patrick Oliver,
Washin-gton. D.C.: 12
grandchildren.

A three -vehicle accident Monday
sent one person to- the hospital,
according to a report from the Cal1 owa- y County Sheriff's
Department.
Timothy B. Smith: 18, of Camden. Tenn., was eastbound on Kentucky 94 East and was attempting
to turn left off the road when he
apparently' pulled into the path of
another vehicle driven by Douglas
Hargrove. 26.• of Cadiz, who was
estbound on Kentucky 94 around
2:54 p.m., police said.
The impact of +he vehicles' sent
the Smith vehicle into the path of
an eastbound dump truck driven by
58-year-old Luther W. Lyons of

Read the
want ads daily

INSURANCE

Life Insurance

Dexter, police said. That impact
sent the Smith vehicle into a ditch.
police said.
A passenger in the Smith vehicle, 19-year-old Christy Oxford.
was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
No other injuries were reported.

Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All'My Ckents

753-7890' 8 a.m.-8 p.m

Lou V. McGary
re your ved one
s protected financially if
you died
today?

HOG'MARKET
MYERS:"

Federai-state market "en 'Nervier 'Aarch 24, 199
kentockf PPEtwee
%arise
Includes
BuyiriStabors ReceipU, 4et TB,Esl 350Report
1.00 lower, Sows weak 1.40 lovers. Barrarea Its
S 1•2 n0-2511 be
L 1.2 210131 be
"3-4"" 25
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—SC25.4
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I S 1.2 r0-3511 be
540
00-4100
S 1-3 3110-400 be
%41 144240
I S 1.3 400-52.5 be c 1.3 Fra and up_
S44.11110300
c 2-3 301-510 be
339.044000
Boars S30.00-35.0

MYERS
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THE WAY WE BUILD
THEM MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE
Come take-a good look at
TradeWirld whirlpools
You'll find an unequalled
combination of quality,
workmanship. and elegant
design From the fully adjustable hydro-therapeutic
lets to the one-horse power
pumps In popular colors

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

"P kAlkWIND
i

ACRYLIC
WHIRLPOOLS
$95995 CW3660
$74995

CW4272

95
$849
CW3060

CW4260

95
$699

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out
one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay
no
later than the 24th of the month. This wil
l
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going
up
and insure you that your service will no
t be
interrupted.

41 4 Ma,n St
Murray, Ky
753-3366
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Save '155

Three-vehicle wreck injures one-person

Sparks start fire
Tuesday morning

Prices as of 10 00 AM

Buy this double granite
monument for only $695

R.V. Oliver
Graveside rites for R.V. Oliver
are today at 2 p.m. at Oakrest
Cemetery' in Graves County'. The
Rev. Bennie Gordon is officiating..
Mason's Memorial Chapel. Mayfield. is in charge of arrangements.
hut no visitation Will be scheduled.
Mr___Gliver.. 62, of 313 North St..

F.uneral rittis for Kenny .1. Doom
re loca%
a.m. in the chapel
4.-vf S-Mith
Home. Smnntand.

12)'+•i•7.

Stock Market
Report

Services for Raymond Palmer
were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Danny Leslie and
the Rev. Susan Allsop-Atkinson
officiated. Music was by Ed
Barnes.
Pallbearers were Baron Palmer.
David Palmer, Billy Pallier.
Michael Palmer, Keith NorswOrthy
and Dale Parker, active; Kevin
Downs. Billy Dale Smith, Tim Falwell. Mark Cunningham, Virgil
Lyons and Eddie Chapman.
honorary'.
Entombment was in mausoleum

Kenny A. Doom

Tractor reported
stolerfS,un-clav
from Furches farm

SPRING SPECIAL

Raymond Palmer

al
The fun.-...s 1.

points overall in 11 debating events
Saturday to win first place in the
National Pi Kappa Delta Forensics
Tournament, held at Monmouth
College, college spokeswoman Lit
Clark said.

Delbert K. Rogers

Mrs. Hazel Lorene Brogdon
Mrs. Hazel Lorene Brogdon. 82.
Hendersonville, Tenn.. died Sunday
at Tennessee Christian Medical
Center. Madison, Tenn
Born Aug. 14. 1908. at Cottage
Grove. Tenn.. she was the daughter
of the late Jack Nichols and Ida
Kennedy Nichols.
She was a member of Trinity
Missionary Baptis: Church. Nash.

sister, Anna Lou Dixon, and two
brothers. J.T. Dixon and Boyce
Dixon.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Betty Dixon; one son, Dale Dixon and
wife. Diane, and two grandchildren. Mike Dixon and Stacie
Dixon, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Graveside rites will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at West Fork Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday).

W1ST LONG BRANCH. NJ.
(AP) — Southern Baptist University' took back to Arkansas top honors in a national debating competition held here, officials said
Monday.
Southern Baptist tallied the most
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